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ROMEO AND JULIET 
For a love story, Romeo and Juliet 
has more violence and bloodshed than 
most TV mini-series. The play begins 
with a riot, ends with a double suicide, 
and in between has three murders. And 
all this takes place in the span of four 
short days. 
Of course, whenyou'redealingwith 
love and hate, you're operating on an 
elemental level. The funny thing is that 
they have their roots in the same soil. 
How many times have you seen love 
turn to hate, and vice versa, in the blink 
of an eye? 
Love and hate are twin sons of dif-
ferent mothers, separated at birth. They 
have a doubleness. This ambiguity is 
reflected throughout Romeo and Juliet, 
whose language is riddled with 
oxymorons. "O brawling love, 0 loving 
hate," Romeo cries in the play's very 
first scene, using a figure of speech and 
setting up a theme that will be played 
out during the next five acts. 
Like the poles of an electrical circuit 
between which runs the high voltage of 
emotions, love and hate create a dia-
logue and a dialectic, a dynamic tension 
which powers the action and generates 
heat. 
Hot Enough for You? 
When I noticed that two of the plays 
this season had settings in Verona, I 
decided to find out a thing or two about 
the place. Reading the section on "cli-
mate" in Harold Rose's book Your Guide 
to Northern Italy, I noted that "Italy is 
CONSUMED BY flRE 
by Scott Walters 
very hot in summer" and that Rose 
recommends that the smart traveler 
should "avoid August if you can" be-
cause it is the "hottest month." Check-
ing another book, I discovered that Rose, 
was understating the severity of the 
summer weather rather considerably. 
This second book pointed out that there 
are times when Scirocco winds "sweep 
Saharan conditions northward"; winds 
which, by the time they reach Italy, 
bring "humid, stifling weather" with 
temperatures commonly topping the 100 
degree mark. 
After reading this, a great deal of the 
violence in Romeo and Juliet became 
more understandable: they're all short-
tempered because of the heat! This is 
even noted by Benvolio when he warns 
Mercutio that "The day is hot, and 
Capulet's abroad,/ And if we meet we 
shall not scape a brawl,/ For now, these 
hot days, is the mad blood stirring." 
Unfortunately, he warns too late, and 
the brawl he seeks to avoid is met in the 
form of Tybalt. 
The mad blood is stirring ... 
Think back a few summers to the 
drought that plagued Illinois: after days 
and days of humid, 90+ temperatures, 
didn't you want to kill somebody?Tem-
pers explode when it's hot. At the end of 
a ten-day heat wave, one newspaper 
reported that a knife fight broke out 
when one man asked another, "Hot 
enough for you?" 
The connection between heat and 
violence is well-known and docu-
mented. In 1968, the United States Riot 
Commission, investigating the ghetto 
riots that had taken place the previous 
year found that "In most instances, the 
temperature during the day on which 
the violence first erupted was quite 
high." In fact, in 9 of 18 riots, the 
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temperature reached 90 degrees or more 
during the day, and in all but one of the 
remaining cases, the temperature had 
been in the 80s. The "long, hot summer" 
of 1967 was just that. 
Perhaps it is not too great a stretch to 
postulate that Verona is experiencing 
just such a long, hot summer. Some-
thing must have happened to have 
touched off the feud between the 
Montagues and the Capulets. 
By the time Romeo and Juliet be-
gins, the violence is already under way. 
The play opens with a riot, after which 
the Prince angrily notes that "Three 
civil brawls ... have thrice disturbed the 
quiet of our streets." Obviously, this 
violence has not been continual, for it is 
still young enough for people to keep 
count of the fights. No, this is a new 
outbreak of an older conflict, as the 
Capulets and Montagues "from ancient 
grudge break to new mutiny." 
What brings on this conflict? The 
Prince blames it on "an airy word/ By 
thee, old Capulet, and Montague." But 
if this airy word provided the spark, the 
conditions must have been ripe for fire. 
overheated, were asked to detect light 
signals flashed in a random manner. 
A second group of men exercised at 
75 degrees. More light flashes were 
reported by the men who were hotter, 
which at first seemed to indicate that 
this state increased their alertness and 
competence. But when their detec-
tion reports were compared with the 
number of true signals, it was found 
that the increase was in false reports. 
Their judgment was not as sound as 
that of cooler men. They had become 
more willing to take a risk and insist 
that they saw a signal when in fact 
there was none." 
Applying this to interpersonal com-
munication, it might be reasonable to 
assume that human beings who are hot 
might see a signal of aggression in an-
other person -- particularly if that per-
son were regarded as the enemy -- when 
in fact there was none. The slightest 
wrong move might be perceived as an 
affront, an insult, a challenge.Under the 
best circumstances, communication 
between hostile forces is difficult; un-
And surely the flame, once lit, has been .-0:.✓-,-: 
fanned by a kind of fever that has /:cf/ 
swept the city. // .Y '. 
Passion is a Fever in the / 2 .. , I ~ 
Mind / . 
Heat, whether internal or 
external, has a bad effect 
on judgment. The U.S. 
Army Research Institute of 
Environmental Medicine 
once undertook a study to 
determine how soldiers 
would perform in hot cli-
mates. As Lucy Kavalerde-
scribes in her book A Mat-
ter of Degree: Heat, Life 
and Death: 
"Soldiers were required 
to exercise in heat of 103 
degrees at high humid-
ity, which caused a rise 
in body temperature. 
They were allowed to rest 
for a while and then, still 
tions of extreme heat, conflict becomes 
almost inevitable. 
In addition, Kavaler notes, exces-
sive heat calls forth the "fight or flight" 
reaction in which all body systems mo-
bilize to meet a threat. Given the code of 
honor which views flight as cowardice, 
the men of Verona have little choice: 
they must fight. And they must fight in 
response to any perceived signal of ag-
gression. 
Interestingly, the physiological re-
actions of the body to heat is similar to 
its reaction to the onset of rage: the heart 
beats faster, breathing quickens, the 
blood vessels in the skin dilate, and 
there is an increase in blood flow, mak-
ing the skin flush. 
If the blood vessels remain dilated 
for long, some liquid leaks into the 
tissues and the face looks swollen. 
So the face of heat is also the face of 
rage. 
Welcome to Verona. 
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ROMEO AND JULIET 
SYNOPSIS 
An "ancient grudge" between the house 
of Montague and the house of Capulet 
causes a brawl in the streets of Verona. 
Prince Escalus arrives and declares that 
such disturbances will be henceforth 
punished by death. Romeo arrives on 
the scene bemoaning his unrequited 
love for Rosalind. Benvolio suggests that 
they attend the masked ball being given by their enemies the 
Capulets. At the ball Romeo meets Juliet and falls instantly in 
love. Later he scales the wall of the Capulets' orchard, over-
hears Juliet pronouncing her love for him and declares his love. 
The next day through the help of Juliet's Nurse they make plans 
to be secretly married by Friar Lawrence, who agrees in the 
hope that their alliance will turn their "households' rancour to 
pure love." 
After the wedding ceremony, Mercutio, Romeo, and Benvolio 
encounter Tybalt and several other Capulets. They fight and 
Mercutio is killed by Tybalt. Enraged by the death of his friend, 
Romeo kills Tybalt and flees to Friar Lawrence. 
Prince Escalus arrives and banishes Romeo for 
his part in the brawl. Grieving for both her 
cousin's death and her husband's exile, 
Juliet sends her Nurse to bring Romeo to 
her. He remains with her until the dawn 
forces his departure. The lovers plan to 
meet in Mantua. 
Meanwhile, Lord Capulet has ar-
ranged for Juliet to marry County 
Paris in three days time. Horrified, 
Juliet seeks out Friar Lawrence for 
advice. He tells her to agree to marry 
Paris but on the eve of the wedding to 
drink from a vial he gives her that will 
give the appearance of death . .Juliet agrees 
and is "buried" in the Capulet's monu-
ment. Friar Lawrence plans to inform 
Romeo and reunite the lovers. But his message 
is delayed in reaching Romeo. 
Romeo's servant brings news of Juliet's death to Romeo. He 
bU)'S a vial of poison and sets out for .Juliet's tomb. Upon 
reaching the tomb he is discovered by Paris. A fight ensues and 
Paris is killed. Romeo discovers Juliet's body, kisses her and 
takes the poison. Upon waking, Juliet discovers Romeo's body 
and refuses to leave with Friar Lawrence. In despair she stabs 
herself with Romeo's dagger. Watchmen discover the bodies 
and the families arrive to mourn their loss and to promise 
peace. 
There will he one 
15-minute intermission 
i 
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House of Montagues 
Lord Montague 
Jason Maher 
Lady Montague 
Meredith Templeton 
Romeo 
Robert Kropf 
Benvolio, nephew to Montague, 
and friend to Romeo 
Randy Reinholz 
Balthasar, servant to Romeo 
Isaac Triska 
House of Capulets 
Lord Capulet 
Darrel Ford 
Lady Capulet 
Patrice Wilson 
Juliet, daughter to Capulet 
Casondra Campbell 
Nurse to Juliet 
Keytha Graves 
Peter, servant to Juliet's nurse 
Timothy F. Griffin 
Tybalt, nephew to Lady Capulet 
Ted deChatelet 
Escalus, Prince of Verona 
Steve Young 
Paris, a young count, 
kinsman to the Prince 
Philip Thompson 
Mercutio, kinsman to the Prince, 
and friend to Romeo 
Brian Herriott 
Friar Lawrence 
David Kortemeier 
Friar John 
Jason Maher 
Apothecary 
Brian Smock 
Paris' Page 
Brian Smock 
Mercutio's Page 
Dawn Flood 
Citizens of Verona, Maskers, 
Servants, and Watchmen 
Dawn Flood, Philip Hendricks, 
Ginger Peters, Leslie Pickworth, 
Dwight Powell, Meredith Templeton, 
Chad Wise 
PRODUCTION STAFF 
Director 
Patrick O'Gara 
Costume Designer 
Deborah Rooney 
Scenery /Lighting Designer 
John Stark 
Sound Designer 
David Zerlin 
Voice and Text Coach 
Ruby Allen 
Fight Choreographer 
Dan Carter 
Dance Choreographer 
Connie de Veer 
Stage Manager 
Rebecca Kinder 
Technical Director 
Glen Giles 
Property Master 
Benjamin Baird 
Asst. Director 
Susan Robinson 
Asst. Costume Designer Assoc. Lighting Designer 
Kristine Benzschawel Brendan Hunt 
Asst. Sound Designer Asst. Fight Choreographer 
Phillip Lavine Timothy F. Griffin 
Master Electrician/ 
Andrew Powdermaker 
Follow Spot Operators 
Scott Benson 
Ron Haub 
Light Board Operator 
Andrew Powdermaker 
Deck Crew 
Benjamin Baird 
Alexandria Breitweiser 
L. Walter Stearns 
Michael Swaine 
Asst. Stage Manager 
Stephen Alexander 
Sound Board Operator 
Phillip Lavine 
Scenery Maintenance 
Ron Haub 
Andrew Powdermaker 
DIRECTOR'S NOTES 
Verona in the Italian Renaissance - a town of 
feuding families and murderous revenge, of lost Ro-
man grandeur amid the ever-modem struggle for wealth 
and prestige; a town in transition to a new, commercial, 
competitive age 
This Verona has little time for its youth and 
their needs. Their romantic, passionate natures, unfit 
for the subtleties of political intrigue and mere com-
mercialism, fester in the heat of the Veronese sun and 
burst forth in a struggle for meaning in gang brawls, 
late night revels, and sexual adventure. 
In this town of seething passions Shakespeare 
has placed his famous lovers. Romeo and Juliet have 
sensibilities attuned rather to love than to revenge, and 
they cross forbidden walls to forge a loving union 
famed for its passion, its beauty, and its defiance of 
death. 
Romeo and Juliet is a play of stark contrasts: 
love and hate; youth and age; hot and cold; private and 
public. It is a play of love ... and death. It is a simple 
story about the power of love to free us all from the 
isolation of hatred and revenge. 
TnEALAMoII 
WITHIN THE HOLLOW CROWN ... 
The Background to Henry IV Part I - Images from last year's production of Richard II 
3. 
"Therefore we banish you our territories" (Richard) 
Henry Bolingbroke (later to become King Henry JV) and Thomas Mowbray 
accuse each other of murdering the Duke of Gloucester. To settle the dispute 
Richard II orders a trial by combat. Richard abruptly stops the fight and banishes 
both men. Upon the death of Bolingbroke ' s father, the Duke of Lancaster, 
Richard confiscates Bolingbroke 's rightful title and properties . The illegal action 
of taking Bolingbroke ' s inheritance, combined with Richard ' s "worldly 
excesses" eventually bring about his downfall. 
2. 
"Where doth the world 
thrust forth a vanity ... 
That is not quickly buzzed 
into his ears?" 
(Duke of York) 
,., -,~-... Richard was less interested 
- - . ~>"in the affairs of state than in 
"report of fashions 
in proud Italy ." 
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, ~.,~-.... Keeps death his court" (Richard) 
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"Lords, I protest, 
my soul is full 
of woe 
That blood should 
sprinkle me to 
make me grow ... 
I 'II make a voyage 
to the Holy Land 
To wash this 
blood off from 
my guilty hand." 
(Bolingbroke, newly crowned Henry IV) 
Richard II 1s murdered. Henry IV beg111s his 
~ ~c;J gn with the blood ot Richard on his hands. ' f/ 7. "' - / , . ,.Ji. 
-~ 
I' 1, 
HENRY THE FOURTH 
PART I SYNOPSIS 
King Henry IV seeks an end to the 
civil turmoil that has plagued En-
gland since his ascendancy to the 
throne. As atonement for his part 
in the death of Richard II, he plans 
to lead a crusade to the Holy Land 
but is unable to do so because of 
renewed domestic tensions. 
Meanwhile, the king's eldest son, 
Prince Hal, rejects the court and 
spends his time in the Boar's Head 
Tavern. There, in the company of 
Sir John Falstaff, Poins and other 
boisterous pals, Hal carouses and 
participates in pranks and rob-
beries. When the King chastises 
Hal for his behaviour, the prince 
promises to change his ways. 
The political opposition to the king 
becomes open rebellion led by the 
powerful Percy family. Especially 
contentious is the son of the Earl of 
Northumberland, young Harry, 
nick-named Hotspur. The rebels 
join forces with the Welsh leader, 
Owen Glendower; his son-in-law 
Edmund Mortimer; the Earl of 
Douglas; and the Archbishop of 
York. 
The two armies meet at Shrews-
bury. In the ensuing battle the rebel 
forces are severely defeated, Prince 
Hal saves his father's life and slays 
Hotspur in single combat. 
There will be one 
JS-minute intermission 
King Henry the Fourth David Kortemeier 
Henry, Prince of Wales, "Hal" Ted deChatelet 
Prince John of Lancaster Isaac Triska 
Earl of Westmoreland Robert Kropf 
Sir Walter Blunt Brian Smock 
Thomas Percy, 
The Earl of Worchester Philip Thompson 
Henry Percy, 
Earl of Northumberland Darrel Ford 
Henry Percy, "Hotspur" Randy Reinholz 
Edmund Mortimer, 
Earl of March Robert Kropf 
Archibald, Earl of Douglas Brian Herriott 
Owen Glendower Darrel Ford 
Sir Richard Vernon Jason Maher 
Sir John Falstaff Steve Young 
Poins Brian Herriott 
Gadshill Brian Smock 
Peto Isaac Triska 
Bardolph Timothy F. Griffin 
Lady Percy, wife to Hotspur Keytha Graves 
Lady Mortimer, 
wife to Edmund Mortimer Casondra Campbell 
Mistress Quickly, Hostess 
of the Boar's Head Tavern Patrice Wilson 
Sheriff and Courtier Jason Maher 
Clerics 
Philip Thompson, Jason Maher 
King's Servants 
Brian Herriott, Brian Smock, Keytha Graves 
Casondra Campbell, Dawn Flood, Meredith Templeton 
Travellers 
Robert Kropf, Dawn Flood 
Jason Maher, Meredith Templeton 
Falstaff's Army 
Timothy F. Griffin, Brian Smock 
Isaac Triska, Darrel Ford 
Patrice Wilson, Keytha Graves, Dawn Flood 
Rebel Servants 
Isaac Triska, Jason Maher 
Casondra Campbell, Dawn Flood 
Messengers 
Meredith Templeton, Dawn Flood 
Puppeteers 
Meredith Templeton, Dawn Flood 
Tavern Ladies 
Casondra Campbell, Dawn Flood, Meredith Templeton 
PRODUCTION STAFF 
Director 
John Sipes 
Costume Designer 
Nancy Pope 
Scenery /Lighting Designer 
J. William Ruyle 
Sound Designer 
David Zerlin 
Voice and Text Coach 
Ruby Allen 
Stage Manager 
Nora Cortright 
Technical Director 
Jerry Genochio 
Property Master 
Armella N. Nefzger 
Asst. Director 
Stephen Alexander 
Asst. Costume Designer Assoc. Lighting Designer 
Heather Waggoner Brendan Hunt 
Asst. Sound Designer 
Phillip Lavine 
Fight Choreographer Asst. Fight Choreographer 
John Sipes Timothy Griffin 
Asst. Stage Manager 
Wm. Eric Bramlett 
Asst. Property Master 
Benjamin Baird 
Light Board Operator Sound Board Operator 
Ron Haub Phillip Lavine 
Scenery Maintenance Follow Spot Operators 
Scott Benson Alexandria Breitweiser 
Alexandria Breitweiser Michael Swaine 
Master Electrician 
Andrew Powdermaker 
Deck Crew 
Benjamin Baird 
Andrew Powdermaker 
Scott Benson 
DIRECTOR'S NOTES 
"The prince, who is the hero both of the comick and tragick part, 
is a young man of great abilities ... whose sentiments are right, 
though his actions are wrong; whose virtues are obscured by 
negligence, and whose understanding is dissipated by levity. In his 
idle hours he is rather loose than wicked, and when the occasion 
forces out his latent qualities, he is great without effort, and brave 
without tumult. The trifler is roused into a hero, and the hero again 
reposes in the trifler. This character is great, original, and just." 
- Samuel Johnson, A Note on Henry IV, 1765 
"And the younger son gathered all together, and took his journey 
into a far country, and there wasted his substance with riotous 
living. And when he had spent all, there arose a mighty famine in 
that land; and he began to be in want. And he went and joined 
himself to a citizen of that country; and sent him into his fields to 
feed swine. And he would fain have filled his belly with the husks 
that the swine did eat: and no man gave unto him. And when he 
came to himself, he said ... I will arise and go to my father, and will 
say unto him, Father I have sinned ... before thee, and am no more 
worthy to be called thy son . . . And he arose and came to his 
father . .. His father saw him, and had compassion, and ran, and fell 
on his neck, and kissed him. And the son said unto him, Father, I 
have sinned against heaven, and in thy sight, and am no more 
worthy to be called thy son. But the father said to his servants, 
Bring forth the best robe, and put it on him; and put a ring on his 
hand, and shoes on his feet. For this my son was dead, and is alive 
again; he was lost and is found. And they began to be merry." 
- Luke 15: 13-24 
THE PANTAGRAPH 
HENRY THE FOURTH, PART I 
THE MAKING OF A KING 
by Kim Pereira 
The label history play is almost a misnomer when 
used to describe Shakespeare's plays about the English 
kings, not only because he played fast and loose with the 
facts but also because the term conjures up in the popular 
mind the image of a historical documentary. In fact, these 
plays run the gamut of the human condition in all its sacred 
and profane, tragic and comic, beautiful and ugly aspects 
that characterize the comedies, tragedies, or romances. One 
critic even described Henry IV as "the broadest, the most 
varied, and in some ways the richest champaign in 
Shakespeare's extensive empire." 
Although the title suggest that the central char-
acter might be Henry IV - the Bolingbroke of Richard 
II - and Falstaff has become one of Shakespeare's most 
famous characters, the play revolves around the fortunes 
of Hal, the Prince of Wales, the future Henry V. The main 
action of Henry IV, Part I charts Hal's odyssey from 
profligate prince to chivalrous heir apparent in a 
Tudor version of the centuries-old theme of 
the prodigal· son. Dover Wilson, a 
Shakespearean critic, has drawn an interest-
ing parallel between Henry IV, Part I and an 
early medieval morality interlude Youth. In the 
morality play, Youth, the heir to his father's 
land, first rejects spirituality in favor of a licen-
tious life-style as he consorts with Riot 
(wantonness), Pride, and Lechery. In the 
end, of course, Youth embraces Charity 
and Humility, and all is well. Several clues 
in Shakespeare's play suggest that the simi-
larity ofFalstaffto Riot and Hal to Youth was 
intentional. 
At the beginning of Henry IV, Part I 
Hal is described as a degenerate cohort of Falstaff and 
his friends, and, indeed, he appears more at home 
in the taverns and on the highways of London 
than at court. Even his father deplores his behavior, 
comparing him unfavorably with Hotspur and suggest-
ing that he would not be unhappy if it could be proved 
that Hotspur were indeed his son and that the two boys 
were exchanged at birth. Thus, at the outset we find Hal 
stranded, as it were, between three worlds - Henry's 
court, Falstaff's taverns, and Hotspur's feudal countryside. 
Everyone appears to have condemned him to Falstaff's 
world, but if we follow the play closely we soon see that 
although he carouses with the merry-makers he remains 
apart from them in temperament. His soliloquy at the end of 
Act I, Scene 2 leaves no doubt that he is only biding his time 
before stepping up to claim his destiny: 
10 • BRAD BARKER HONDA 
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I: 
So when this loose behavior I throw off 
And pay the debt I never promised, 
By how much better than my word I am, 
By so much shall I falsify men's hopes; 
And, like bright metal on a sullen ground, 
My reformation, glitt'ring o'er my fault, 
Shall show more goodly and attract more eyes 
Than that which hath no foil to set it off. 
Even as he plays, his vision is fixed far ahead on the task he 
must undertake. During the first three acts he moves from the 
tavern to the court (even mobilizing Falstaff and company 
into an army of sorts), learning the value of responsibility 
from his father and earning the older man's respect and 
affection. By the end of the play he has even conquered 
Hotspur's rebel world. 
In some ways, Hal's destiny lies between the posi-
tions of Falstaff and Hotspur, who stand at extreme ends 
of the same pole, for both are knights who corrupt the 
chivalric code in different ways - Falstaff in 
a comically pathetic manner, Hotspur in a 
tragic pursuit of misguided ambition. Hal 
emerges from the clash of these polarities to 
create a new ideal and a new world. He proves 
himself gracious and forgiving, honorable and 
just. Maynard Mack suggests that by the end of 
the play Hal "has practiced mercy as well 
as justice, politics as well as friendship, 
shown himself capable of mockery as well 
as reverence, detachment as well as commit-
ment, and brought into a practicable balance 
court, field, and tavern." 
If King Lear is about the decaying of a 
king, and Richard II about the "unmaking" of a 
king, Henry IV, Part I is about the making of a king. In 
this world of the late twentieth century, where the 
character and private lives of kings, queens, and 
presidents are no longer considered unimpeachable and 
the debate rages as to what personality traits constitute a 
good ruler, this play raises some interesting questions. 
Are the indiscretions of youth merely that, or are they 
emblematic of some more profound flaw in one's char-
acter? What, indeed, makes a ruler? Can the sins of the 
father be forgiven in the son? But over and above the 
philosophical questions it raises about kingship and gover-
nance, Henry IV is the dramatic unfolding of a personal 
journey that all of us must take - the evolution from youth 
to adulthood. This is what gives it universal significance and 
why it appeals to us long after the very concept of the 
monarchy has become an anachronism and it no longer 
matters who sits on the English throne. 
SO YOU WANNA BE A STAR? 
It's tough for actors. In this fiercely com-
petitive field, you may have confidence in your 
own abilities, but the question is: How are you 
going to be discovered? Maybe all it takes is 
standing on a street corner in Normal and wag-
ging your tail. 
Most of the actors for the Illinois Shake-
speare Festival were chosen months ago, and in 
mid-May they knew what parts they would per-
form. One role, however, was still open until 
mid-June-the role of Crab, the 
dog in Two Gentlemen of 
Verona. The staff had checked 
with private trainers, kennel 
clubs, and other "agents," but 
nothing was working. Director 
Cal MacLean was starting to get 
concerned, as was Robert Kropf, 
who plays Launce (Crab's "com-
panion"). So at a press confer-
ence on June 10th, it was an-
nounced to the assembled media 
that the Festival was searching 
for a dog. 
That afternoon, as Rob-
ert Kropf was driving from 
Ewing Manor to Westhoff The-
atre, he was stopped by a dog in 
the street. Robert opened the 
door to find out why, and the 
dog jumped in the car (the Festi-
val does not recommend this 
technique for aspiring actors). 
This dog had obviously heard 
about the search and was taking 
matters into her own, er, paws. 
She was brought back to the 
theatre for an audition where 
she made herself at home, get-
ting acquainted and sniffing the 
members of the acting company. 
Her resume was a little skimpy 
( consisting of nothing but a vac-
cination number), but even though she failed to 
give her name (we later learned it was Daisy), the 
audition went well. 
The Festival tracked down Daisy's hu-
man (Pat Abrams) who was glad to discover that 
Daisy was OK, and indicated that she was behind 
Daisy in her career efforts one hundred percent. 
Meanwhile, another candidate surfaced. 
The Festival was given the alert by a human who 
heard about the search on WGLT-FM so the 
deliberations continued on June 12th ~ith an 
a~dit~on by Colonel Bert of Carlock (just Bert to 
his fnends), a bloodhound who lives with human 
Jurgen Suhr of the Illinois State Art Department. 
Bert, who was sired by Bonnie Ruffles and 
Fireball Clyde, is reputed to be a descendant of 
the bloodhound on Hee Haw. 
The choice was a difficult one, according 
to Cal Mac Lean, but Bert was eventually awarded 
the role. Cal claimed that he had not been influ-
enced by Bert's bloodlines and connections. In 
fact, he was so impressed with Daisy that she was 
cast as the understudy for the role of Crab, and 
may yet get her night under the lights. Whatever 
happens, both she and Bert have now been "dis-
covered" and their careers in theatre are just 
beginning. 
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THE TWO GENTLEMEN Of VERONA 
SYNOPSIS 
Proteus, in love with Julia, parts from his friend 
Valentine, who is leaving Verona to serve in the 
Duke of Milan's court. Shortly afterwards, Pro-
teus is ordered by his father, Antonio, to follow 
his friend to Milan. Reluctantly Proteus leaves 
Julia, but before departing he exchanges rings 
with her and swears an oath of constancy. 
In Milan, Valentine has fallen in love with Silvia, 
the Duke's daughter, but must compete for her 
hand with the wealthy Thurio, 
who the Duke favors. Pro-
teus arrives 
and immedi-
on the scene 
ately falls 
in love with Silvia as well and decides to 
pursue her despite betraying both Valentine 
and Julia. Speed and Launce, servants to 
Valentine and Proteus, respectively, are also 
in Milan, causing a sufficient amount of 
trouble themselves. Back in Verona, Julia has 
decided to dress as a young man and follow 
Proteus to Milan. 
Proteus reveals to the Duke his friend's plan 
to elope with Silvia that night. The Duke then 
banishes Valentine, who, en route to Verona, 
is confronted by outlaws. He quickly becomes 
their leader. Meanwhile Julia, disguised as 
Sebastian, unwillingly assists Proteus in his 
pursuit of Silvia. 
Silvia, determined to find Valentine, 
employs Eglamour to help her es-
cape Milan, only to be captured 
by the outlaws. She is rescued by 
' Proteus, who makes forceful ad-
vances on her, despite her clear 
refusal. But Valentine, witness 
to everything, emerges from 
hiding and intervenes. A re-
pentant Proteus begs for-
giveness. Valentine ac-
1 , cepts, and reaffirms 
their friendship by of-
fering Silvia to him. 
With this, Sebastian 
faints, and is revealed 
to be Julia. Upon the 
arrival of the Duke, the 
lovers are finally 
united, Julia with Pro-
teus, and Silvia with 
Valentine. All return, 
happily, to Milan. 
There will be one 
IS-minute intermission 
Valentine, a gentleman of Verona 
Brian Herriott 
Proteus, a gentleman of Verona 
Ted deChatelet 
Silvia, beloved of Valentine 
Patrice Wilson 
Julia, beloved of Proteus 
Keytha Graves 
Duke of Milan, Father of Silvia 
Steve Young 
Speed, a clownish servant to Valentine 
Darrel Ford 
Launce, a clownish servant to Proteus 
Robert Kropf 
Thurio, a foolish rival to Valentine 
Philip Thompson 
Antonio, father of Proteus 
David Kortemeier 
Panthino, servant of Antonio 
Randy Reinholz 
Eglamour, agent of Silvia in her escape 
Randy Reinholz 
Lucetta, waiting-woman to Julia 
Meredith Templeton 
Outlaws 
David Kortemeier, Jason Maher 
Isaac Triska 
Musicians 
Brian Smock, Isaac Triska 
Servants to the Duke of Milan 
Casondra Campbell, Timothy F. Griffin 
Jason Maher, Brian Smock 
Isaac Triska 
Servants of Julia 
Dawn Flood, Casondra Campbell 
Silvia's Ladies 
Dawn Flood, Casondra Campbell 
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DIRECTOR'S NOTES 
Two Gentlemen of Verona is generally regarded as one of 
Shakespeare's earliest and most troublesome comedies. The play 
certainly challenges modern audiences and seems to defy our expecta-
tions of what a Shakespearean comedy is supposed to be. But Two 
Gentlemen is not so unusual a Shakespearean play, and, for many, the 
play's very troublesomeness makes it all the more interesting. 
Nearly all of Shakespeare's romantic comedies challenge our 
expectations. The psychology of Shakespeare's "duelling lovers" from 
Kate and Petruchio, to Beatrice and Benedick, to even Viola and Olivia 
is hardly simplistic and is very often troubling. And Two Gentlemen is 
hardly unique in observing how romantic love can tum into obsession-
-Measure for Measure is filled with troubling ambiguity in that area. 
What is more typical to Shakespearean comedy is that roman-
tic love is rarely untroubling and unambiguous. When one begins to 
really explore the comedies and the sonnets, one discovers how deeply · 
troubling all of Shakespeare's finest characters view love and loving. 
Shakespeare is drawn to the misfits and malcontents (they make for 
good plays) and often asks his audience to perceive the ugly next to the 
beautiful. If we meet the challenge of Two Gentlemen head on, 
unapologetically and unashamedly, what a startling comedy is re-
vealed--how familiar seem the situations, how uncompromising are the 
ambiguities, how painfully truthful are its people. 
UNION AUTO INDEMNITY ASSOCIATION 
A C T 
CASONDRA CAMPBELL 
Juliet (Romeo & Juliet) 
Lady Mortimer (Henry IV) 
Host/Servant (Two Gentlemen) 
Originally from Arkansas, Cassie has spent the 
last years in St. Louis, studying at the Con§erva-
tory of Theatre Arts at Webster University. At 
Webster she played such roles as Hermione in 
The Winter's Tale, Lydia Languish in The Rivals, 
and Esther in When Esther Saw the Light. This is 
Cassie's second season with the Festival. Last 
year she was seen as Mustardseed in A Midsum• 
mer Night's Dream and Diana and Lychorida in 
Pericles. This fall Cassie will be joining the 
Missoula Children's Theatre for a national tour. 
The role of Juliet is sponsored by State Farm Insurance Companies. 
DARREL FORD 
Capulet (Romeo & Juliet) 
Northumberland/Glendower 
(Henry IV) 
Speed (Two Gentlemen) 
This is Darrel's fifth season as a resident member 
of the Festival acting company. Darrel has spent 
the last three years living and working in Chi-
cago. This spring he garnered high praise for his 
fight direction and portrayal of Don Luis Mejia in 
Bailiwick Repertory's new adaptation of Don 
Juan Tenorio. Last year Darrel received a Joseph 
Jefferson nomination in the category of Best 
Actor in a Leading Role for his work as Alvaro 
Mangiacavallo in Bailiwick's critically acclaimed production of Tennessee 
Williams' The Rose Tattoo. Darrel has worked extensively in New York and 
Chicago as both an actor and fight choreographer/teacher. Past Festival credits 
include: Bottom in Midsummer, York in Richard II, MacDuff in Macbeth and 
Angelo in Measure for Measure. 
KEYTHA GRAVES 
Nurse (Romeo & Juliet) 
Lady Percy (Henry IV) 
Julia (Two Gentlemen) 
Keytha is very happy to rejoin the Festival this 
season, and to be back at Illinois State, her alma 
mater. Originally from Maryville, Tennessee, 
Keytha is currently living with her sister in Music 
City-Nashville. While in Nashville she played a 
prison guard in The Conviction of Kitty Dodds, a 
CBS movie of the week and had one of her poems 
published in the anthology Tears of Fire . Keytha 
received her B.A. from the University of Tennes-
see and her M.F.A. from Illinois State. She is a 
member of AEA and has worked professionally with UT's Clarence Brown 
Company in such roles as Bellinda in Man of Mode and Sonya in Uncle Vanya . 
As a student at Illinois State she appeared in such roles as Gladys in A Lesson 
from Aloes, Lemon in Aunt Dan and Lemon, Nora in White Boned Demon and 
in previous Festival productions as Bianca in Taming of the Shrew, Bian~a in 
Oth_eUo, Cleopatra in Antony and Cleopatra, Paulina in A Winter's Tale, and 
Ceha m As You Like It. 
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TED DECHATELET 
Tybalt (Romeo & Juliet) 
Hal (Henry IV) 
Proteus (Two Gentlemen) 
A native North Carolinian, Ted is a 
graduate student in the professional 
actor training program at the Univer-
sity of Illinois. A graduate of Wake 
Forest University, he also studied at the 
Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts in 
London and with the Society of Ameri-
can Fight Directors in Las Vegas. Ted 
has performed with the Georgia Shake-
speare Festival, the Illinois Repertory 
Theatre and the Eugenesis Players. Most recently he choreographed 
the fights for Zastrozzi and Her Aching Heart, both at the Armory 
Free Theatre in Champaign. 
BRIAN HERRIOTT 
Mercutio (Romeo & Juliet) 
Poins/Douglas (Henry IV) 
Valentine (Two Gentlemen) 
Brian will graduate from Illinois State 
in December with a Bachelor's Degree 
in Acting. In addition to his training at 
Illinois State, Brian has also attended 
Millikin University and Columbia Col-
lege, Chicago. He has performed with 
the Utah Shakespearean Festival, the 
National Jewish Theatre, Enchanted 
Hills Playhouse, The Maine State Mu-
sic Theatre, and The Little Theatre on 
the Square among others. Local audiences will probably know him 
best from his roles at Illinois State including Frederic in Pirates of 
Penzance and, most recently, Sweeney Todd in Sweeney Todd: The 
Demon Barber of Fleet Street. Brian was recently chosen as the first 
recipient of the Jean Scharfenberg Acting Award. 
DAVID KORTEMEIER 
Friar Lawrence (Romeo & 
Juliet) 
Henry IV (Henry IV) 
Outlaw (Two Gentlemen) 
This is David's fifth season with the 
Festival. Favorite Festival credits in-
clude Sir Lucius O'Trigger in The Ri· 
vals, Baptista in The Taming of the 
Shrew, dukes Frederick and Antonio 
Senior in As You Like It, and Snout the 
Tinker (the infamous wall) in last year's 
production of A Midsummer Night's 
Dream. David is an Assistant Professor 
of Theatre at Clarke College in Dubuque, Iowa. He has appeared as 
Creon in Antigone, Joe in The Speed of Darkness, and Tom Garrison 
in I Never Sang for my Father as Clarke's Artist in Residence. He 
holds an M.F.A. in Acting from the University of Louisville. 
C 0 
ROBERT KROPF 
Romeo (Romeo & Juliet) 
Westmoreland/Mortimer 
(Henry IV) 
M 
Launce (Two Gentlemen) 
Originally from Bedford, Ohio, Robert 
is currently in his second year at Florida 
State's Asolo Conservatory M.F.A. 
program where he was last seen as 
Reverend Hale in The Crucible. After 
receiving his B.F.A. from Wright State 
University, Robert worked in Philadel-
phia at such theatres as the Walnut 
Street Theatre and Cheltenham Play-
house. Other roles include: Sebastian in Twelfth Night, Trepleff in 
The Sea Gull, Captain Queeg in The Caine Mutiny Court-Martial, 
Bruce in 7 Blow Jobs, and Cliff in Cabaret. Other credits include 
work at Theatre Works and Florida Studio Theatre as well as an 
Acting Internship at the Yale School of Drama. 
PHILIP THOMPSON 
Paris (Romeo & Juliet) 
Worchester (Henry IV) 
Thurio (Two Gentlemen) 
This is Phil's second year with the 
Festival. Last summer, he was seen as 
Northumberland in Richard II, 
Lysimachus in Pericles and Peter 
Quince in A Midsummer Night's 
Dream. During the remainder of the 
year Phil teaches voice and acting at 
the Ohio State University. Since last 
season Phil has been voice/dialect coach 
for many productions in Columbus. He 
has choreographed fights for productions of Mad Forest and Romeo 
and Juliet . He also played Tartuffe in a well received production at 
Actor's Theatre of Columbus. 
PATRICE WILSON 
Lady Capulet 
(Romeo & Juliet) 
Hostess (Henry IV) 
Silvia (Two Gentlemen) 
Patrice is from Auckland, New Zealand. 
She did her undergraduate work at 
Carnegie-Mellon University and just 
completed her second year as an M.F.A. 
student in the Professional Theatre 
Training Program at the University of 
Delaware. Her most recent roles are 
Celia in As You Like It, Mrs. Baines in 
Major Barbara, and Lady Wishfort in 
The Way of the World. Last summer she played Hippolyta in A 
Midsummer Night 's Dream, the Widow Capulet in All's Well that 
Ends Well, and Mistress Page in The Merry Wives of Windsor at The 
Wisconsin Shakespeare Festival. She is delighted to be here, working 
on such wonderful plays. 
p A N y 
RANDY REINHOLZ 
Benvolio (Romeo & Juliet) 
Hotspur (Henry IV) 
Panthino/Eglamour (Two Gentlemen) 
Randy's an Assistant Professor of Theatre at 
Illinois State and has an M.F.A. in Acting from 
Cornell University. Professional credits include: 
Eros in the Old Globe's critically acclaimed pro-
duction of Antony & Cleopatra directed by Jack 
O'Brien; roles in Holiday, Comedy of Errors, 
Voice of the Prairie, Homefree, White Linen, The 
Shawl, Love's Labor's Lost, and Getting Married 
(The Old Globe); Bently in Misalliance (Lisa 
. Petterson, director); Poggio in Tis Pity She's a 
Whore (Edward Pason Call, director); Speed in Two Gentlemen of Verona 
(Anthony Cornish, director); and in "L.A. Reader's" "Pick of the Week" Guest 
of the Nation (Court Theatre). Television and film appearances include: "China 
Beach," "Tour of Duty," series regular Adam Scott on "Days of Our Lives," and 
the feature film Dead Space. Randy is proud -to head up Illinois State's Native 
American Play Festival and is madly in love with best friend, wife, and partner, 
Jean Bruce Scott. 
STEVE YOUNG 
Escalus (Romeo & Juliet) 
Falstaff (Henry IV) 
DUKE OF MILAN (Two GENTLEMEN) 
Steve was trained at the University of Wisconsin, 
Milwaukee, Professional Theatre Training Pro-
gram and has performed as Edgar and Edmond in 
King Lear; Lorenzo in The Merchant of Venice; 
BottominAMidsummersNight'sDream;Hotspur 
in Henry IV, Parr I; Romeo, Mercutio, and Tybalt 
in Romeo and Juliet; Touchstone in As You Like 
It; Sebastian in Twelfth Night; and Don Pedro in 
Much Ado About Nothing. He has also appeared 
in Othello, Measure for Measure and in the title 
roles in Hamlet and Richard Ill. Steve is the artistic director of the People's 
Theatre and has directed over thirty-five plays. This fall he will direct The 
Schoo/for Scandal at Illinois State. 
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ACTING ASSOCIATES 
DAWN FLOOD 
Server/Mercutio's Page 
(Romeo and Juliet) 
Puppeteer/Soldier/Servant/ 
Tavern Lady (Henry IV) 
Servant (Two Gentlemen) 
Dawn is currently finishing her M.S. 
degree at Illinois State, where she was 
recently seen in Maria Irene Fornes' 
Abingdon Square and the world pre-
miere musical, As the Laughter Settles. 
Dawn is a graduate of Illinois State's 
Acting Program and was seen in A 
Slight Ache, The Pirates of Penzance, 
A Christmas Carol, and The Trojan Women. 
TIMOTHY F. GRIFFIN 
Peter/Server 
(Romeo and Juliet) 
Bardolph (Henry IV) 
Host/Servant (Two Gentlemen) 
Festival Fight Captain 
Tim is returning for his second season 
with the Festival. During the "off-sea-
son," he played Paul in You Can 'tTake 
it With You and Goldberg in The Birth-
day Party (for which he received an 
Irene Ryan Nomination) and graduated 
with honors from Illinois State with a 
Bachelor's Degree in Theatre. Previ-
ous to his work at the Festival, Tim performed with various incarna-
tions of the Bristol Renaissance Fair and the Effective Theatre 
Company and toured Eastern Europe in a production in association 
with the Studio Theatre of Moscow-Southwest. After the summer, 
Tim will be pursuing his theatre career in Chicago. He would like to 
thank everyone associated with the Festival, as well as Chi-Chi, 
Disaster Girl, and his parents for their continued support. 
JASON E. MAHER 
Montague/Friar John 
(Romeo & Juliet) 
Vernan/Soldier/Servant (Henry 
IV) 
Outlaw/Servant 
(Two Gentlemen) 
Jason is overjoyed to be a part of the 
Festival for the first time this summer. 
After extensive experience with the-
atre and forensics in high school, Jason 
chose to pursue a degree in Acting at 
Illinois State. In his two years here, he 
has been seen on the Illinois State mainstage as Tybalt in Romeo and 
Juliet, Stanley in The Birthday Party (for which he received an Irene 
Ryan Nomination), and as Henderson in You Can't Take It With You. 
Jason also appeared as Terry this past winter in the annual Creative 
Arts Ensemble production of Birmingham: The Musical. He wishes 
to thank his parents for their tremendous support and for not makino 
him major in welding. " 
BRIAN SMOCK 
Paris' Page/Apothecary/Servant to 
Capulet (Romeo and Juliet) 
Blunt/Gadshill (Henry IV) 
Musician/Servant (Two Gentlemen) 
Originally from Tremont, Brian is pursuing his 
M.S. in Theatre at Illinois State where he per-
formed as Samuel in The Pirates of Penzance and 
Archie Kramer in Summer and Smoke. Other 
credits include Billy Budd in Billy Budd, Donald 
Dressin in Clashing Tides, and David Quinn in 
The Voice of the Prairie, which were produced at 
Illinois Central College in East Peoria. Brian is 
very excited to act in the Festival this year and 
looks forward to many years of Shakespeare in his future. 
MEREDITH TEMPLETON 
Lady Montague/ Server 
(Romeo and Juliet) 
Soldier/Servant/Tavern Lady 
(Henry IV) 
Lucetta (Two Gentlemen) 
This is Meredith's first summer with the Festival. 
She is working on finishing her B.S. in Theatre at 
Illinois State this December. During her training 
at Illinois State, she has enjoyed such roles as 
Alma in Summer and Smoke and Meg in The 
Birthday Party which both won her Irene Ryan 
nominations. Most recently, Meredith was an 
ensemble member of The Macbeth Project, di-
rected by John Sipes. Meredith is looking forward to the fall, her final semester 
at Illinois State, and plans to move to Chicago after graduating. 
ISAAC J. TRISKA 
Balthasar (Romeo & Juliet) 
John of Lancaster/Peto (Henry IV) 
Outlaw/Servant (Two Gentlemen) 
Isaac will receive his B.S. in Acting from Illinois 
State next year. He was most recently involved in 
the Illinois State Theatre production of The 
Macbeth Project. He has also been seen in The 
Adding Machine,A Christmas Carol, and Pirates 
of Penzance. Isaac is very excited to announce his 
recent engagement and wishes much love to his 
fiancee, Melissa. 
Citizens of Verona, Maskers, Servants, Watchmen 
(Romeo and Juliet) 
PHILIP HENDRICKS 
GINGER PETERS 
LESLIE PICKWORTH 
DWIGHT POWELL 
CHAD WISE 
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DIRECTORS 
PATRICK O'GARA 
Director (Romeo & Juliet) 
This is Patrick's sixth season with the 
Festival, having previously directed Antony 
and Cleopatra, All's Well That Ends Well, 
Hamlet, The Merchant of Venice, and She 
Stoops to Conquer. Before coming to Illinois 
State, where he is currently Head of the 
Acting Program, Patrick was the Artistic 
Director of the Oak Park Festival Theatre, 
where he directed Julius Caesar, Twelfth 
Night, Dr. Faustus, and Hamlet. His most 
recent work in Chicago was with the 
Wildlife Theatre Company, where he 
directed a critically acclaimed production 
of The Master Class. Patrick received 
Joseph Jefferson Citations for excellence 
in direction for his productions of The Three 
Sisters and The Madwoman of Chaillot. 
JOHN SIPES 
Artistic Director 
Fight Choreographer (Two Gentlemen, 
Henry IV) 
Director (Henry IV) 
John is the Festival's Artistic Director. 
Currently an Illinois :State Associate 
Professor of Theatre, John holds an M.F.A. 
from Indiana University and a certificate 
from the Ecole du Mimed 'Etienne Decroux 
in Paris. A certified actor/combatant of the 
Society of American Fight Directors, John 
serves as a Fight Choreographer/Movement 
Coach at Illinois State and for the Festival. 
He played Fluellen in Henry Vat the Utah 
Shakespearean Festival and Clov in 
Endgame at Illinois State and his directing 
credits include Phaedra and The Macbeth 
Project for Illinois State. For the Festival 
John has directed Romeo & Juliet in 1987, 
Henry Vin 1989, and Richard II last year. 
John performed the role of Brutus in Julius 
Caesar in the 1990 Festival and played 
W oyzeck in The Red Dress Theatre 
Company's production of Scenes From the 
Death of Woyzeck in Chicago and New 
York. John has also served as a Movement 
Coach for the Oregon Shakespeare Festival. 
CALVIN MACLEAN 
Director (Two Gentlemen) 
Cal is an Illinois State faculty member and 
is Head of the Directing Area. This is his 
third season as a Festival director. He di-
rected The Rivals in 1990 and As You Like 
It in 1992. Cal served as Artistic Director 
for the Commons Theatre in Chicago where 
he directed A Touch of the Poet and The 
Three Sisters, both of which earned nomi-
nations from the Joseph Jefferson Commit-
tee. He also directed A Comedy of Errors 
for the Free Shakespeare Company, the 
long-running musical review Personals at 
the Halsted Street Theatre, To Gillian on 
Her 37th Birthday as a Guest Artist at 
Aurora University, Jacques and his Master 
at the Commons, and Twelfth Night as a 
Guest Director at the University of Illinois. 
Both The Salt of the Earth and his transla-
tion of Manfred Kange' s Conquest of the 
South Pole at the Famous Door in Chicago 
earned him Jefferson Award citations for 
outstanding direction as well as citations 
for ensemble acting and production. This 
past year Cal continued his relationship 
with the Famous Door and directed 
Greenland. The most recent production he 
directed was Sweeney Todd here at Illinois 
State. Cal is pleased to announce that he is 
a father for the first time and is looking 
forward to spending some time this sum-
mer with his new baby Rachael MacKenzie 
and his lovely wife Rebecca. 
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EXECUTIVE STAFF 
JOHN SIPES 
Artistic Director (See Festival Directors) 
PETER Gu1THER 
General Manager 
This is Peter's sixth year as Gen-
eral Manager of the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival and Illi-
nois State Theatre, as well as 
Assistant Chair of the Depart-
ment of Theatre at Illinois State. 
He also teaches the undergradu-
ate concentration in Theatre 
Management. Peterreceived his 
M.F.A. in Theatre Management 
from Brooklyn College (City 
University of New York), and 
some of the original research in 
his thesis was included in the 
primary theatre management 
textbook, Theatre Management 
and Production in America. 
Peter's past credits include Ex-
ecutive Director of the Gregg 
Smith Singers, Associate with 
Katz Productions and the pro-
ducers of Big River on Broad-
way, and General Manager of 
the Corning Summer Theatre. 
Peter's passions include pho-
tography, computers and fight-
ing censorship. 
front row: Barbara Felmley Funk, Peter Guither - back row: Dan Carter, John Sipes 
DAN CARTER 
Managing Director 
Fight Director (Romeo & Juliet) 
Dan Carter received his early training at Illinois State 
(B.A. 1971) and the American Conservatory Theatre, 
served an apprenticeship with the Alley Theatre, and 
earned his M.F.A. in Directing from Florida State 
University. He is the former Coordinator of the Soci-
ety of American Fight Directors' National Stage Com-
bat Workshop and a past recipient of that organization's 
coveted Patrick Crean Award. He worked for fifteen 
years as a free lance actor, director, stage manager, 
producer, and fight choreographer before joining the 
ranks of academia. He served the Florida State Uni-
versity School of Theatre as Associate Dean for 
Production for seven years before assuming his cur-
rent position as Chair of the Department of Theatre at 
Illinois State. He was Production Stage Manager of 
the Off-Broadway revival of Dames at Sea, Perfor-
mance Coordinator for the Ringling Museum Medi-
eval Fair, and for three years served Actors' Equity 
Association as Area Liaison for Florida. With his wife 
Ruby Allen he co-founded the Appalachian Theatre 
Ensemble. Later this summer he will serve as Fight 
and Movement Director for Taming of the Shrew for 
Westport Playhouse in Connecticut. 
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BARBARA FELMLEV FUNK 
Festival Executive Director/ Assistant to the Dean, College of Fine Arts/ 
Executive Director, Illinois Shakespeare Society 
Barbara, in her tenth year with the Festival, coordinates business functions for 
the Festival, initiates fund raising efforts and grant proposals for the Illinois 
Shakespeare Society, and acts as liaison with the University Development 
Office. In addition, Barbara prepares public relations materials, handles reser-
vations, and is budget coordinator for the Madrigal Dinners. She also assists the 
Dean with College of Fine Arts functions. A native of the Twin Cities, Barbara 
is the granddaughter of former Illinois State University president David 
Felmley. 
ALVIN GOLDFARB (not pictured) 
Dean, College of Fine Arts 
An Illinois State faculty member for seventeen years, Alvin joined the Theatre 
Department in 1977 and became department Chair in 1981 . He assumed the 
position of Dean of Fine Arts on September 1, 1988. Alvin received his Ph.D. 
from the City University of New York and also attended the City College of 
New York and St. John's University. Alvin is the co-author of Living Theater, 
Theater: The Lively Art, and Theater: The Lively Art: Brief Edition with Edwin 
Wilson, Theatre critic of the Wall Street Journal. He has also published many 
scholarly articles on a wide variety of subjects, including theatre of the 
Holocaust, Arthur Miller, and Tennessee Williams. Dean Goldfarb has received 
the Kennedy Center Gold Medallion for service to the American College 
Theatre Festival. Alvin resides in Bloomington with his wife, Elaine, and their 
two children Deborah and Jason. 
The Illinois Shakespeare Festival presents the second annual 
series of popular lcct~1res based on Shakespeare's history plays. 
Lectures rclatinr to / //rnn· IV cover the social/ political/ 
artistic climate of the 15th Century and the Eliwbcthan A_!!e. 
and arc given by !acuity members from Illinois State l !niver-
sity. The series is Ire~ and is presented at 6:30 p.111. in the 
court) arc\ of Ewing Manor before selected pt:rforrnances of / 
/-frnn· /\I. If the performance is held inside at Westhoff Theatre 
due to the weather. the lecture 11ill be held in the Wcstholl 
Theatre building. 
July 6 
July 8 
July 12 
July 17 
July 21 
Julv 23 
July 27 
July 29 
July 8 
A.L. Beier. Department of History 
A.L. Beier. Department of History 
William Woodson. Department of English 
William Woodson. Department of En_!!lish 
Walter Mead. Department ol Political Science 
Arthur Corra. Department of Music 
Walter rvlead, Department of Political Science 
Arthur Corra, Department of Music 
Kirn Pereira. Department of Theatre 
(schedule is subject to change) 
This pro_!!ram is supported in part by a grant from the Illinois 
Arts CounciL a state arcncy. the McLean County Arts Center. 
and the Maurice In in Foundation. 
FRIDAY NIGHT DISCUSSIONS 
Immediately following the performance on Frida) nights. you 
may mo1·e to the front rows of the theatre for a brief discussion 
period led by Artistic Director John Sipes. This is your oppor-
tunity to meet some of the artists who ha\'e put this Festi1·al 
together. disco\·er their thoughts about the play. and share an) 
questions or opinions you ha1e. EYen if you arc not attending 
on Friday ni_!!ht. you are welcome to join us for the discussion. 
GIFT SHOP 
Visit the girt shop located in the courtyard ofb1 ing Manor and 
the outer lobby of Westholl Theatre featuring T-shirts. mugs. 
wine glasses. games. books and ralllc tickets for a free trip for 
t1nJ to London. 
Spend your Monday e\·cnings relaxing under the sunrn1cr sky 
to the sounds of the Illinois State Department of Music's 
Monday Night Concert Series. The concerts arc free and are 
held on the Illinois State University Quad hq:inning at 8:00 
p.111. You may park where you do lor Westhoff pcrlorrnances 
and then 11alk around the theatre building and across the Quad. 
In case of rain. alternate location will be announced on \VJBC 
( I 2:l0-AM ). WBNQ (IO I .5-FM ). and WGL T (89.1-FMJ radio. 
Decision will be made by 6:00 p.m. For more information. call 
(:109) 438--1839. 
July 11: American Composers. featuring Brass Band music 
July 18: Ko Iwasaki and Friends 
July 25: Opera Night. with Alfonse Anderson. Barbara Stale) 
and William Diana 
August I: Jazz Concert - !\lcrchant Street Rowdies. with 
Charles Stokes on Trombone 
PICNICS/ GREEN SHOW 
You arc i111 ited to bring family. friends. and bountiful baskets 
to the Manor and enjoy a dinner accompanied by lyrical 
entertainment. The Manor grounds open to the public at 
6:00 p.m .. and around 7:00 p.m. the Green Show begins with 
the Illinois State Uni1-crsil) Madrigal Singers. who stroll the 
_!!rounds serenading the guests. 
New Indoor Picnic Area -
When weather conditions bring the 1-'estil"al indoors. the entire 
Festirnl 111mcs in. including picnics. Green Show. Lecture 
Series. Gift Shop. Discussions. and. of course. performances. 
EWING MUSEUM OF NATIONS 
The E11·i11g \1useum of;\/ations is located in the northeast 11ing 
ol the !\lanor and is open beginning at 6:-10 p.111. on outdoor 
performance eYenings during the run of the Festi\al. This 
year"s exhibit focu,eson Shakcspeare·s memorable character 
Faist all. 
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D E s I G 
DEBORAH ROONEY 
Costume Designer (Romeo & Juliet) 
Deborah is delighted to be back at the 
Festival, previously having designed A 
Winter's Tale and King Lear. In 1991 
she moved to the United States from 
England where she was in the fashion 
industry. Since then she has designed 
about 75 shows, mostly in NYC includ-
ing Chess, The Marriage of Bette and 
Boo, Cloud Nine, and Infidelities, and 
assistant designed about 25 others in-
cluding Phantom of the Opera and As-
pects of Love (with Maria Bjornson), The Informer (for Agnes de 
Mille with Santo Lognasto), and Sweet Sue (for Mary Tyler Moore 
and Lynn Redgrave). She also designs regionally: Three Sisters at 
Yale, Romeo & Juliet at Indiana and A Christmas Carol in 
Philadelphia. She is resident designer at the Pearl Theatre in New 
York and PTTP at the University of Delaware. 
JOHN C. STARK 
Set and Lighting Designer 
(Romeo & Juliet) 
John is returning for his second year 
with the Festival. A native of Nebraska, 
John received his M.F.A. in scene de-
sign at the University of Nebraska-Lin-
coln. He is currently on the Illinois 
State Theatre design faculty and has 
also taught at Illinois Wesleyan Uni-
versity and Arizona State University. 
John has designed professionally for 
Actors Theatre of Phoenix, Childs play 
Inc. (Tempe, Arizona), Actors Lab of Scottsdale, Nebraska Reper-
tory Theatre and the Mule Barn Theatre. Recent designs include 
last year's Pericles; The Imaginary Invalid and Sweeney Todd at 
Illinois State; and Brighton Beach Memoirs at IWU. John makes 
his "Normal'' home with his wife Lori Adams and children Anna 
and Nathan. 
NANCY POPE 
Costume Designer (Henry IV) 
Nancy is a free-lance costume designer 
with over 100 productions to her credit. 
Among her favorites are: the Festival's 
1991 Taming of the Shrew, Indiana 
University's Cloud Nine, and The Magic 
Flute for Indianapolis Opera/Opera 
Memphis. Nancy's worst production 
remains Curly McDimple for James 
Madison Dinner Theatre m 
Harrisonburg, Virginia. she resides in 
Hudson, Ohio, which is a suburb of 
Cleveland. 
METZLER FROELICH MEMORIAL HOME 
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J. WILLIAM RUYLE 
Set & Lighting Designer 
(Henry IV) 
Bill began his association with the Fes-
tival in 1980 as Technical Director and 
as Scene Designer for Romeo· & Juliet. 
Since that time he has served as Manag-
ing Director, Scene Designer, and Resi-
dent Lighting Designer. As a Professor 
of Design at Illinois State, he heads the 
design faculty and has designed sets 
and lighting for numerous Illinois State 
productions. His most recent design 
assignment was set and lights for The Macbeth Project. He has 
designed in Chicago at the Body Politic, Bailiwick Repertory 
Theatre, and Sterling Theatre, and was Artist in Residence for the 
University of Missouri Summer Repertory Theatre for two sum-
mer seasons. Additional Festival Credits include scene designs for 
Julius Caesar in 1981 and 1990, The Winter's Tale, The Taming of 
the Shrew, King Lear, and Hamlet. Bill is a member of the United 
States Institute for Theatre Technology where he served on the 
Education Committee for the Lighting Commission. He resides in 
Normal with his wife Carol and the cat, Mercutio. 
DAN WILHELM 
Costume Designer (Two Gentlemen) 
A Professor and Costume Designer for 
the Illinois State Department of The-
atre, Dan is in his twelfth season with 
the Festival. He has previous! y designed 
costumes for Comedy of Errors, Twelfth 
Night, The Tempest, Cymbeline, 
Pericles, Macbeth, She Stoops to Con-
quer, The Rivals, Othello, and As You 
Like It. Professionally, he has designed 
for the Grove Shakespeare Festival in 
California; the Philadelphia Company; 
the Encompass Theatre and the 13th Street Theatre, both in New 
York; Steppenwolf Theatr,e Company and The Bailiwick Reper-
tory in Chicago. 
KENT GOETZ 
Set and Lighting Designer 
(Two Gentlemen) 
Kent returns for his fifth season with 
the Festival from his home in Ithaca, 
New York, where he is the resident 
scene designer at the Cornell Center for 
Theatre Arts. In addition to teaching for 
the past twelve years, Kent has de-
signed professionally for the Body Poli-
tic in Chicago, The Madison Repertory 
Theatre and the Madison Opera in Wis-
consin, The American Music Theatre in 
Connecticut, and the Maine State Musical Theatre. He has also 
served as a scenic artist for East Coast theatres such as the Long 
Warf, The Hartford Stage, The Goodspeed Opera and the Juilliard 
School. Kent's most prized artistic endeavor is the partnership he 
enjoys with his wife, Martha Dewey. 
D E 
DAVID ZERLIN 
Sound Designer 
s I 
(Romeo & Juliet, Henry IV) 
This is David's second season at 
the Festival after creating sound 
for Richard II and Pericles last 
summer. Working mostly in Chi-
cago, David has composed and/or 
designed for The Rhino's Police-
man, White Rose, and Lonely Planet 
at Northlight; The Language of the 
Birds: Rosa Luxemburg and Me at 
the Blue Rider Theatre; and Electra 
and The House of Blue Leaves at Court Theatre, where David 
is an associate artist. David has been guest designer for 
productions at the University of Indiana and Beloit College, 
has designed for the Spoletto Festival in Charleston, South 
Carolina, and is currently composing for two short films. 
RICK PEEPLES 
Sound Designer /Composer 
(Two Gentlemen) 
This is Rick's third season as a sound 
designer for the Festival. He com-
posed music and sound for As You 
Like It, Macbeth and The Winter's 
Tale two seasons ago. Audiences 
may remember his portrayals of 
Touchstone, Duncan and Antigonus 
in those productions as well. Last 
season, he designed for A Midsum-
mer Night's Dream. In Chicago, Rick 
is a company member of Famous 
Door Theatre, where he has appeared in productions of Salt of the 
Earth, Conquest of the South Pole and Greenland (all three 
directed by Cal Mac Lean), as well as Black and Blue. He recently 
understudied Laurie Metcalf in John Malkovich' s production of 
Libra at Steppenwolf. He can be seen (briefly) in the film The 
Hudsucker Proxy, and had a co-starring role in an episode of The 
Untouchables. 
BRENDAN HUNT 
Associate Lighting Designer 
Translator of Lighting Design for 
Westhoff Theatre 
Brendan makes his return to the 
Festival this summer, having 
served as a technician two years 
ago and a soldier in Antony and 
Cleopatra. A tenure track stu-
dent at Illinois State, double ma-
joring in Acting and Design/Pro-
duction, Brendan will, when his 
Shakespearean tour of duty is 
complete, depart this mystic land 
of academia for Chicago. Besides being his hometown it is 
also the home of Sleeping Dog Theatre Company, of which 
he is founding member, having recently directed their 
debut production Happy New Year ... Skinnyguy. While at 
Illinois State his directing credits include Betrayal, Laug?· 
ing Wild, and Italian American Reconciliation .. He acted m 
The Imaginary Invalid and The Macbeth Pro1ect ~nd de-
signed lights for Summer and Smoke and The Birthday 
Party. 
G N E R s 
PHILLIP J. LAVINE 
Assistant Sound Designer 
Phillip is mildly scared of being in "Normal" 
since nothing could seem more alien to him. 
He has spent the last year in random theatre 
chaos beginning with founding the improvisa-
tional Pavlov's Kids, and coming most re-
cently to design sound for Square One with the 
Element Theatre Company. In between Phil 
has worked as master electrician, technician, 
director, stage manager, assistant stage man-
ager, production manager, assistant produc-
tion manager, board operator, carpenter, actor, 
box office manager, and improv lighting de-
signer (whew). He has done these with the Next, the Famous Door, 
Northeastern, the Organic, Vistamax, Foxworx, and New Crime. Phil has 
done almost all of this without shoes. 
KRISTINE A. BENZSCHAWEL 
Assistant Costume Designer 
(Romeo & Juliet) 
Kris is an M.F.A. candidate in Costume De-
sign here at Illinois State. She received her 
undergraduate degree from Illinois State in 
Fashion Design. In her first year of graduate 
school Kris was busy designing The Birthday 
Party, Everything in the Garden, andAbingdon 
Square. She also recently designed costumes 
. in Chicago for the Famous Door Theatre pro-
duction of Greenland. This is Kristine's sec-
ond season with the Festival working in the 
costume shop In the fall you can again see her 
design work in Illinois State's production of The Rover. 
HEATHER WAGGONER 
Assistant Costume Designer 
(Henry IV) 
This is Heather's third year at the Festival as 
Assistant Costume Designer. Her credits from 
past years include Antony and Cleopatra ~d 
As You Like It. Heather is currently completmg 
her M.F.A. in Costume Design at Illinois State 
where she designed A Christmas Carol, The 
Imaginary Invalid and The Heidi Chronicles. 
Heather is scheduled to design the new play, 
Slaughter City, for the 1994 f~ll seaso~ at 
Illinois State and Elixir of Love m the spnng. 
LINANN EASLEY-SMITH 
Assistant Costume Designer 
(Two Gentlemen) 
Linann is pleased to be returning to the Festival 
this summer as Assistant Designer to Dan 
Wilhelm on Two Gentlemen of Verona. You 
may remember her work as Assistant Design~r 
for Richard II with Douglas Heap at the Fesll-
val last summer. Her local credits also include 
Assistant on Pirates of Penzance at Illinois 
State. Linann is a senior in design at New 
Mexico State University where she has de-
signed Lend Me A Tenor, Angel City, and 
Savage in Limbo. Linann hopes to graduate 
next May, after a lengthy stay atNMSU, and goon toenhanceh~reducation 
with an M.F.A. in Costume Design and a Ph.D in Costume History. 
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STAGE MANAGERS 
J.D. Arbogast (in back), Nora Cortright, Rebecca Kinder, L. Walter Stearns 
J.D. ARBOGAST 
Production Stage Manager 
J.D. is originally from Cleveland, Ohio, where he began a varied 
and exciting theatrical career. He served as Studio Technical 
Director for Florida State University, as Production Manager for 
Theatre Works, and as Stage Manager for various companies. He 
has also appeared extensively as an actor in film and on stage 
throughout Florida and Texas, working with such stars as Martin 
Sheen, Earl Holliman, Josh Logan, Emilio Estevez, and Ed Harris. 
NORA CORTRIGHT 
Stage Manager (Henry IV) 
Associate Production Stage Manager 
This is Nora's second season in the stage management area of the 
Festival, and Nora has been a stage manager at Illinois State for the 
past three years. She just completed her fourth year at Illinois State 
and is looking forward to completing her undergraduate degree in 
December. 
REBECCA KINDER 
Stage Manager (Romeo & Juliet) 
Rebecca is in her fourth and final year at Stephens College in 
Columbia, Missouri, where she is working on a B.F.A. in Theatre 
with an emphasis in Stage Management and Lighting Design. She 
spent last summer at the Okoboji Summer Theatre, where she stage 
managed Nunsense and A Shayna Maidel. Other stage manage-
ment credits include A Christmas Carol and Dancing at Lughnasa 
on Stephens' mainstage. She also designed the lights for Fen and 
The Student Choreography Concert in Stephens' student theatre. 
L. WALTER STEARNS 
Stage Manager (Two Gentlemen) 
Walter recently directed a successful production of What the 
Butler Saw at the Theatre Building in Chicago. He has previously 
stage managed for Cloud-42, Element Theatre, Transient Theatre, 
The Body Politic and Parabola Productions. Among his favorite 
experiences are touring Europe performing in The Dragon and The 
Birds as well as all over North America performing in The Wizard 
of Oz. His Chicago directing credits include A Night in the Ukraine, 
Fifteen Minute Hamlet, and The Exorcism. This fall Wally will 
direct Surrender Dorothy for the Effective Theatre Company. 
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS 
Wm. Eric Bramlett, Susan Robinson, Stephen Alexander 
SUSAN ROBINSON 
Assistant Director (Romeo & Juliet) 
Assistant Stage Manager (Two Gentlemen) 
Susan just completed her first year as an M.F.A. candidate in 
Directing at Illinois State. During the year she directed Tennessee 
Williams' Talk to Me Like the Rain and Jean Anouih's Antigone, 
as well as assistant directing The Birthday Party. Susan is from 
Cincinnati, Ohio, where she taught for the last four long years, and 
directed eight musicals and twelve plays. She has also worked on 
the showboat Majestic, at the Devou Summer Classic Theatre, The 
Millbrook Playhouse, and the Historic Hoosier Theatre. She is 
very excited to be working with the Festival for the first time. 
STEPHEN ALEXANDER 
Assistant Director (Henry IV) 
Administrative Assistant to the Artistic Director 
Assistant Stage Manager (Romeo & Juliet) 
Stephen returns for year number two at the Festival, serving both 
as Assistant Director for Henry IV and as the Administrative 
Assistant to the Artistic Director. Stephen is an M.F.A. director at 
Illinois State, entering his third and final year of graduate studies. 
In addition to directing at Illinois State, Stephen recently designed 
sound for last fall's Illinois State production of The Adding 
Machine. An alum of the College of Wooster in Ohio (where he 
"did everything, except Technical Directing"), Stephen hails most 
recently from the state of Washington where he worked in the 
costume shops of the Seattle Opera and the Tacoma Actors' Guild, 
and assistant directed with the Seattle Theatre Project. He is 
anxiously looking forward to fall semester when he will direct 
Tales of the Lost Formicans for the Illinois State Mainstage. 
WM. ERIC BRAMLETT 
Assistant Director (Two Gentlemen) 
Assistant Stage Manager (Henry IV) 
Eric recently completed his second year as an M.F.A. candidate in 
the Illinois State Directing program. His directing credits at Illinois 
State include Serenading Louie, The Indian Wants the Bronx, A 
Way with Words, Life Under Water, and As the Laughter Settles, 
an original musical for which he also composed the score. He 
received his B.F.A. from the University of Arizona. Born and 
raised in Phoenix, Arizona, Eric is spending his first summer out 
of the desert. Next year Eric will direct Noises Off on the Mainstage 
for Illinois State. This June 5th marked the first anniversary of his 
marriage to his lovely wife Kristi. 
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MANAGEMENT STAFF 
RENEE T. PERREAULT 
Box Office Manager 
MICHAEL LONG 
Box Office Manager 
SHERRY WAGNER 
Assistant General Manager 
Renee returns to the Festival for her third 
season. She also served as Box Office Man-
ager for the past three years as well as 
House Manager for Illinois State Theatre 
and last year's Festival. This year Renee 
took on a different aspect of the Festival by 
serving ,as Assistant Marketing Director 
during the spring semester. She has worked 
on Corporate Subsidies for the Festival as 
well as helping develop a strong base of 
volunteers from the community. Renee is 
double-majoring in Business Administra-
tion and Theatre Management, with her 
degrees expected in May, 1995. 
Originally from Godfrey, Michael is cur-
rently an M.F.A. candidate in Performing 
Arts Management at Brooklyn College. 
Michael graduated with a B.S. in Acting/ 
Performance from Illinois State in May of 
1993. He attended graduate school at Illi-
nois State this past year focusing on The-
atre Management and will be taking his 
training with him to New York in August. 
Michael has also worked for the Festival in 
other areas. Previously, he performed in 
1991 's Antony & Cleopatra and 1993' s 
Richard II. Michael has also directed and 
performed in numerous productions with 
Illinois State Theatre. 
Sherry is a 1989 Illinois State graduate 
with a B.S. in Communications who will 
receive her M.B .A. in Arts Administration 
from Illinois State in 1995. Her previous 
arts management experience includes 
working as a member of a consultant team 
for the Illinois State Department of Music 
(student recruitment marketing project); 
Event Coordinator for the 1985-1988 "Bir-
mingham: A Multi Media Tribute to Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr."; production as-
sistant for Crown Presentations, London, 
England, in 1989; project consultant for 
the Illinois Arts Alliance, Chicago in 1991-
92; and full-time Assistant General Man-
ager and Development Director for the 
Festival from 1992 to present. 
Scon WALTERS - Dramaturg 
left to right: Scott Walters, Renee Perreault, Kristi Bramlett, Debra Risberg, 
Florence Powdermaker, Sherry Wagner, Michael Long 
During the seven seasons that Scott has spent with the 
Festival he has worn many hats including house 
manager, program coordinator, Green Show speaker, 
and Associate Artistic Director. Currently serving as 
Assistant to the Dean of the College of Fine Arts at 
Illinois State, Scott is also pursuing his doctorate 
from City University of New York and will spend 
this summer working on his dissertation. He is the 
author of instructor's manuals for such popular text-
books as Theater: The Lively Art and The Theater 
Experience, and has collaborated with Alvin Goldfarb 
on a "Theatergoer's Guide" to be published in the 
fall. While a student at Illinois State, where he 
received his M.S. in 1989, Scott was the national 
winner of the American College Theatre Festival's 
criticism competition. Scott is also the Producer for 
the Breadline Theatre Group in Bloomington-Nor-
mal. 
KRISTI V.K. BRAMLETT 
House Manager 
Kristi is excited to be part of the 
Festival for the first time. She 
will betheFestival's House Man-
ager this summer. Kristi has a 
B.A. from Hope College in The-
atre, English Literature, and Sec-
ondary Education and recently 
received her M.F.A. in Acting 
and Directing from the Univer-
sity of Arizona where she im-
mensely enjoyed teaching Act-
ing for Theatre Arts majors. A 
member of Actors Equity Asso-
ciation and the Screen Actors 
Guild, Kristi has performed in 
theatres across the country. She 
is stepping on the other side of 
the footlights this summer so that 
she and her husband, Eric, can 
spend some time together in the 
same state. They are looking for-
ward to establishing their careers 
and home in Chicago. 
FLORENCE POWDERMAKER 
Marketing Director 
Florence returns to the Festival after her 
second year in the M.F.A. Acting program 
at Illinois State. Local audiences may have 
seen her as Daisy in The Adding Machine or 
in the avant-garde production of Scriabin, a 
collaborative work produced by the The-
atre, Music and Art Departments. Origi-
nally from Baltimore, Flo moved to Illinois 
via Philadelphia where she was the Market-
ing Coordinator for Walnut Street Theatre. 
Whenever she finds herself not busy re-
hearsing, which doesn't happen very often, 
Flo enjoys spending time with her husband 
Andy. 
DEBRA RISBERG 
Program Designer/Photographer 
Debra's main occupation is curator of contemporary art 
at Illinois State's University Galleries. Previously she 
taught photography at Southern Illinois University and 
at Illinois State. She has also been active as a free-lance 
photographer and designer in addition to occasionally 
exhibiting her independent work. 
left to right: 
JOANNE HOERNECKE, 
Assistant Box Office Manager 
STACY HIRSH, 
Assistant House Manager 
KEVIN DIAL, 
Gift Shop Manager 
WENDY NELSON, 
Assistant Marketing Director 
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TECHNICAL STAFF 
DAN BROWDER 
Festival Technical Director 
Dan Browder is an Assistant Professor at 
Illinois State, where he serves as Technical 
Director and does some scenic and lighting 
design. At Illinois State he has acted as 
Technical Director for over 60 produc-
tions. Design credits at Illinois State in-
clude scenery for A Christmas Carol, Joe 
Turner's Come and Gone, and The Mad-
woman of Chaillot. He has also designed 
scenery for several videos produced by 
Illinois State and Country Companies In-
surance. Before coming to Illinois State, 
Dan received his M.F.A. in Theatre Tech-
nology from Indiana University. Dan is 
currently designing scenery for produc-
tions of Once on this Island and The Secret 
Garden being produced by 
Eastlight Theatre in Peoria. 
DENNIS MAYS 
Scene Shop Supervisor 
In his thirteenth season with the Festival, 
Dennis has been at Illinois State for twenty-
five years. For the past thirteen he has been 
the scene shop supervisor for both the Fes-
tival and the Department of Theatre. He has 
been Set and Lighting Designer for the El 
Paso High School Drama Department for 
the last five years . Dennis has also been Set 
and Lighting Designer for the El Paso High 
School Show Choir Dinner Theatre. He is 
in charge of organizing and running the 
shop smoothly so that several sets can be 
constructed efficiently at the same time. 
Dennis resides in El Paso with his wife, 
June, and their three children Meri, Jacy, 
and Wesley. 
GLEN D. GILES 
Production Technical Director (Romeo & Juliet) 
TONA SCHENCK 
Costume Shop Supervisor 
Tona received her B.A. from Eureka Col-
lege and earned both an M.S. in Painting 
and Drawing and an M.F.A. in Costume 
Design at Illinois State. Her credits include 
costume design for Threepenny Opera, 
Pygmalion, The 22 Day Adagio, Herald 
Angels, The Adding Machine, and the world 
premiere of The Thirteenth Thorn at Illi-
nois State. She has also designed Lucky 
Stiff at Eastlight Theatre in East Peoria and 
she recently designed The Good War for 
the Breadline Theatre. Tona was the assis-
tant costume designer for the Festival's 
production of Othello in 1991 and Much 
Ado About Nothing in 1990. 
JERRY GENOCHIO 
Production Technical 
Director (Henry IV) 
ERIC p. KESSLER 
Production Technical 
Director (Two Gentlemen) 
Eric returns to the Festival 
for his third season. While a 
student at Illinois Wesleyan 
and after his graduation in 
1993 he has worked at sev-
eral theatres across the coun-
try. He was a carpenter at the 
Peninsula Players in Fish 
Creek, Wisconsin, and at As-
pen Snowmass Repertory 
Theatre. He also served as 
Props Associate at the George 
Street Playhouse in New 
Brunswick, New Jersey. Most 
recently Eric has been an elec-
trician at Trinity Repertory 
Company in Providence, 
Rhode Island. 
Glen makes his home with his wife Trish in Tallahassee, Florida where 
he is a faculty member at Florida State University in the School of 
Theatre. At FSU, he is Technical Supervisor for The Lab and Studio 
theatres, and is the track director for the B.F .A. in Design and Technology 
program. His professional credits include Arena Stage in Washington 
D.C., The Clarence Brown Company in Knoxville, Tennessee, 
Cumberland Summer Theatre in Cumberland, Maryland, the Springer 
Theatre Company in Columbus, Georgia, and Young Actor's Theatre in 
Tallahassee, Florida. He is an active member in the Florida Theatre 
Conference and the South Eastern Theatre Conference where he serves 
on the editorial board of Southern Theatre magazine. 
Jerry comes to the Festival 
from Florida State Univer-
sity where he received his 
M.F.A. in Theatre Technol-
ogy and Production. Jerry 
will remain at Illinois State 
for the fall semester to re-
place Dan Browder who will 
be on sabbatical leave. In-
terested in all aspects of the-
atre, Jerry acted in ten pro-
ductions at FSU and directed 
one. He spent three seasons 
with the Utah Shakespearean 
Festival and was on the 
Children's Theatre Com-
pany of Minneapolis' 1988 
National Tour of Two Afri-
can Tales. Jerry wishes to 
thank Jack Parkhurst and 
Mark Yarns for their con-
tinuing guidance, wisdom, 
and friendship. 
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BENJAMIN BAIRD 
Assistant Prop Master 
(Two Gentlemen, Henry IV) 
Property Master (Romeo & Juliet) 
Benjamin is spending his first sum-
mer here at the Festival. He gradu-
ated this year from Stephens Col-
lege with a B.F.A. in Theatre. He 
will be putting his talents to work 
as the prop assistant for Two Gentle-
men and Henry IV and as property 
master for Romeo & Juliet. 
TECHNICIANS 
ARMELLA N. (ARMIE) NEFZGER - Property Master 
HELEN ASHABRANER 
Scenic Artist 
Helen is currently a graduate stu-
dent at Illinois State, where she most 
recently designed You Can't Take It 
With You. Prior to that she was study-
ing at the University of Louisville, 
where she designed A Lie of the 
Mind and Night, Mother. Her scenic 
artist credits include Josiah! for the 
Henson Drama Group and H.M.S. 
Pinafore and The Boys Next Door 
for the University of Louisville. 
Armiereceived her B.A. from Upper Iowa University and recently completed her M.F.A. in Scenic Design at Illinois State. She is currently 
on the staff at Bradley University in Peoria. This is her fourth season with the Festival. Three summers ago she worked with the Utah 
Shakespearean Festival. Her extensive background includes design work at the Old Creamery Theatre in Garrison, Iowa. Illinois State 
Theatre audiences have seen her scenic designs in A Lesson from Aloes, Trojan Women, and Blithe Spirit. 
ANDREW PowDERMAKER 
Master Electrician 
Afterreceiving his B.A. in Theatre 
from Temple University in 1990, 
Andy spent two years as a techni-
cian at the Annen berg Center where 
he worked with resident compa-
nies including The Philadelphia 
Drama Guild and the Festival The-
atre for New Plays in the areas of 
lighting, sound, and set construc-
tion. The Annenberg Center also 
hosted many touring companies 
including Momix, Pilobolus, The 
Shaw Festival (Canada), New Vic 
Theater (London), Theatre Sans 
Fils (Montreal), the New York RoN HAUB - Electrician 
Shakespeare Festival and the Phil a- Ron is currently a student at Illinois State and will be entering 
delphia International Theater Fes- his senior year in the fall. Last year he stage managed The 
ti val for Children. Andy lives with Birthday Party and designed sound for The Macbeth Project. 
his wife Flo and their cat Beckett. 
SCOTT BENSON 
Carpenter 
A sophomore at Illinois State, this 
is Scott's first season with the Fes-
tival. He worked in the shop and as 
an electrician at Illinois State, work-
ing on such shows as The Adding 
Machine and The Imaginary In-
valid, and worked his way up to 
Master Electrician for the produc-
tion of You Can't Take It With You. 
Scott is looking forward to this new 
experience and a good season with 
the Festival. 
ALEXANDRIA BREITWEISER 
Electrician/Carpenter 
This is Alex's first season with the 
Festival, and she will be going into 
her junior year at Illinois State. She 
has one semester of experience in 
the scene shop. Alex has been on 
two lighting crews, one for Sweeney 
Todd and the other for The Adding 
Machine. Most recently she was As-
sistant Master Electrician for You 
Can't Take It With You on Illinois 
State's Mainstage. 
MICHAEL J. SWAINE 
Carpenter 
Originally from Elmhurst, Michael is 
currently in his senior year at Illinois 
Wesleyan, where he has served in 
numerous positions on their technical 
staff and performed many acting roles. 
He designed lights for Mrs. Thally F 
performed in the Lab Theatre. Michael 
has also been Technical Director for 
The Glass Menagerie and Six Char-
acters in Search of an Author, both 
performed on the Mainstage. His act-
ing roles include Orlando in The Con-
duct of Life and Jesus Constazuela in 
The Odd Couple (female version). 
Over at Wesleyan Michael is double 
majoring in Theatre Arts and Anthro-
pology. He is looking forward to pur-
suing a career in film. 
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TECHNICIANS 
AUG 7 
,, 
first row: Diane Cinkovich, Michael O'Brien, Jennifer Llewelyn, Danielle Delia - second row: Lesley Gray, Matt Smith, Michaela Johnson, Sarah Manley 
third row: Karen Kawa, Frank Vybiral, Jackie Mullen, Lois Jett, Audrey Nelson, Sandra Nelson 
DIANNE CINKOVICH 
Stitcher 
In addition to being a wife and mother, Dianne has interpreted for the deaf 
at University High School, developed the art curriculum for Calvary 
Baptist Academy, and worked in the costume shop at Eureka College. She 
has received awards for her work in ceramics, painting and sculpture at 
ICC, Eureka College and various regional shows. Dianne is currently 
pursuing her education in Art Education at Illinois State. 
DANIELLE D. DELIA 
Assistant Craftsperson & Wardrobe 
Danielle is currently a senior Costume Design major at the State University 
of New York at Fredonia, with concentration in crafts and dyeing. She has 
designed costumes for Cloud Nine and assisted the designer in A Streetcar 
Named Desire. Danielle has found her true love in crafts, dyeing, and 
distressing and has worked as the chief dyer for Oliver and as mask maker 
for The Imaginary Invalid. Danielle is very excited about joining the 
Festival for her first season. 
LESLEY GRAV 
Stitcher 
After two years in Alabama, Lesley returned to Bloomington for her third 
year as a stitcher for the Festival. She attended SUNY, Farmingdale, 
~tudymg Adverti~ing Ar_ts. Lesley graduated SUNY, Selden with an A.S. 
m Busmess Adm1mstrat1on. She is now a quilt maker and teacher of quilt 
makmg and a member of local and state quilt guilds and the National 
Embroiden:rs Gmld of America. Lesley is also a former member of the 
Illinois Qmlt Research Board, researching and recording the history of 
women and quilts in Illinois. 
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Lois JETT 
Cutter/Draper 
A native of Illinois, Lois received her B.S . in Home Economics Education 
from the University of Illinois. Continuing her education, she earned her 
M.S. in Home Economics from Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. 
Lois recently retired from Illinois State after twenty-eight years of teaching 
a variety of classes on clothing construction and textiles. For the past two 
years she has worked part time constructing costumes for both the Festival 
and Illinois State Theatre. 
MICHAELA JOHNSON 
Stitcher, Hair and Wig Technician 
Michaela has been an assistant costume designer for two Illinois State 
productions: The Birthday Party and You Can't Take It With You. She has 
worked on various Freestage productions and has worked in the costume 
shop for the last three years. Michaela looks forward to graduation in 1994 
with a degree in Home Economics and Fashion Merchandising. This is her 
first time working with the Festival. 
KAREN KAWA 
Stitcher & Wardrobe 
Karen is a sophomore in costume design at Illinois State. She most recently 
designed the world premiere musical As The Laughter Settles. Other 
credits include assistant costume designer for Sweeney Todd and The 
Imaginary Invalid at Illinois State. Karen was also assistant to the designer 
for Greenland at the Famous Door Theatre in Chicago. Her other major 
costume design credits include The Foreigner at Elgin Community Col-
lege. This is Karen's first year as a stitcher for the Festival. 
TECHNICIANS 
JENNIFER lLEWELYN 
Stitcher & Wardrobe 
Jennifer is a recent graduate of Central Missouri State University where she earned 
a B.F.A. in Theatre with a technical emphasis. She has four years of costume shop 
experience at Central working on shows like Tartuffe, The King and I, and Hamlet 
as well as experience working on properties, lights, and set crews. In March, she 
designed costumes for CMSU' s children's theatre production of Aladdin. This is 
Jennifer's first year with the Festival, and she will be attending Illinois State for 
her graduate work in costume design. 
SARAH MANLEY 
Wardrobe 
This is Sarah's first year with the Festival. She is currently attending Illinois State 
where she will be a junior in the fall. An acting major with a minor in Music, Sarah 
recently appeared in Sweeney Todd on Illinois State's mainstage. Other crew 
credits include last fall's quick change comedy The Mystery of Irma Vep. 
JACKIE l. MULLEN 
Stitcher 
Born and raised in Rockford, Jackie has called Columbia, Missouri, home for the 
last eight years. She began her professional career with the New Yark Shakespeare 
Festival as a milliner, stitcher, and dresser. While there she worked on such shows 
as A Midsummer Night's Dream, Plenty, and Top Girls. Since then Jackie has 
worked in various regional and educational theatres as both a technician and a 
designer. Her design credits include: The Madwoman of Chaillot, Summer and 
Smoke, and A Christmas Carol. The last three years have found her at William 
Woods University teaching Theatre, designing costumes, and running the Cos-
tume Shop. Jackie is looking forward to beginning the M.F.A. program here at 
Illinois State in the fall. 
AUDREY MARIE NELSON 
Stitcher 
Having earned an associate degree in Fashion Design from College of DuPage, 
Audrey is now a senior at Illinois State, working towards a Bachelor's Degree in 
Theatre Technology. She worked as a member of the costume crew for Romeo and 
Juliet in the spring of 1993 and was a costume design assistant for The Adding 
Machine and Sweeney Todd. She has also constructed and altered costumes and 
crafts for many other shows for the past two years, including the Festival last 
summer. Audrey's hobbies include accessories and home furnishings, selling 
crafts and jewelry accessories, and decorating cakes. Her goals are to design and 
create costumes, makeup, monsters, creatures, and special effects for Walt Disney, 
Warner Brothers, or Universal Studios. 
SANDRA NELSON 
Stitcher 
This is Sandra's first season as a stitcher for the Festival. She has been sewing for 
over thirty years and began sewing for the Illinois State Department of Theatre in 
the Fall of 1993. She has a diploma from the National School of Dress Design in 
Fashion Designing. She also has a Certificate in Flower Arrangement and Floristry 
and also in Doll Technology. Sandra is now taking a correspondence course in 
Interior Decorating. She is the wife of the Rev. Wayne Nelson and the mother of 
three children. 
LORI OLDHAM 
Wardrobe Supervisor 
Originally from Saginaw, 
Michigan, Lori is currently 
in her senior year at Illinois 
Wesleyan, where she has two 
years of experience in the 
costume shop, including cos-
tume design for The Glass 
Menagerie and the 1994 Fac-
ulty Dance Concert on the 
Main stage, and for The Con-
duct of Life in the Lab The-
atre. 
MICHAEL O'BRIEN 
Stitcher 
This is Mike's first year at the Festival, where he is finishing work 
on his M.S. degree in theatre from Illinois State. He earned his 
bachelor's degree from Eastern Illinois University and most 
recently came from Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, 
where he taught Design and Technical Theatre. 
MATTHEW SMITH 
Crafts Artisan & Wardrobe 
Currently pursuing his degrees at New Mexico State University, 
Matthew comes to the Festival for his first season as Crafts 
Artisan. He would like to personally thank those individuals 
involved in the invention, design, and manufacture of hot melt 
glue, spray paint and Celastic. Forever will he be in their debt. 
FRANK C. VYBIRAL 
Cutter/Draper 
Frank returns to the Festival for his sixteenth season, having 
designed Richard II, King Lear, The Merchant of Venice, Much 
Ado About Nothing, Measure for Measure, Henry IV part /, 
Twelfth Night, The Merry Wives of Windsor, and Julius Caesar. 
In 1986 he played Polonius for the Festival. His professional 
designs include The House and The Three Sisters for Steppenwolf 
Theatre. In July Frank will be acting at Timber Lake Playhouse in 
Mt. Carroll. He has an M.F.A. in Design from the University of 
Texas at Austin 
BETH EMERSON - Stitcher 
Beth is delighted to be working with the Festival this season. 
Originally from Frostburg, Maryland, she has just com-
pleted a season assisting the Costume Designer at the Chi-
cago Opera Theatre. Her credits also include assistant cos-
tumer for several productions with the Naples Dinner The-
atre in Florida, and costumer for Dracula at the Cumberland 
Theatre in Maryland. She designed costumes for more than 
ten productions at Frostburg State University in her home-
town and supervised the costume shop there. A woman of 
varied interests, Beth has appeared as Trudy Heyman in 
Social Security at the Cumberland Theatre and as Patty 
Simcox in Grease at the Deep Creek Dinner ':fheatre in 
McHenry, Maryland and is an aspiring playwright. 
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SUPPORT STAFF 
Ruey ALLEN - Voice and Text Coach 
Ruby has served as vocal and/or dialect coach on over one hundred professional productions, including five seasons for 
the Utah Shakespearean Festival and fifteen seasons for the Asolo Theatre Company in Sarasota, Florida, where she has 
been a Theatre professor and Director of the Voice and Speech area for the Florida State University/Asolo Conservatory 
since 1977. Her credits in professional regional theatre also include work as an Associate Director at the Boston Pub lick 
Theatre and as a director and founding member of the Appalachian Theatre Ensemble. Ruby holds a Ph.D. in Theatre 
Studies from the University of Illinois, a certificate in Voice Studies from the Central School of Speech and Drama in 
London, and recently studied with the Roy Hart Theatre. She is delighted to be a part of the Festival and to be back in Normal 
where she first met her husband of twenty years, the Festival's Managing Director, Dan Carter. 
CONNIE DE VEER - Choreographer 
Connie is on the Acting Faculty at Illinois State. She holds an M.F.A. in Acting from the 
University of Texas at Austin. She choreographed A Little Night Music, White Boned 
Demon (American College Theatre Festival finalist, presented at the Kennedy Center, 
Washington, D.C.), Love for Love, and Threepenny Opera for Illinois State Theatre. She began her ballet study with 
William Christansen at the University of Utah Children's Division, continued with Jane Nygood Plum in Bloomington, 
Fernando Schaffenberg at TCU-Fort Worth, and Finis Jhung in New York City. She has studied Modern with Jerry 
Bywaters Cochran at TCU, The Utah Repertory Dance Theatre, and The Martha Graham Studio in NYC, and Jazz with 
Gus Giodano, Gregg Lizenberry and Luigi. She is a member of Actor's Equity Association and has performed in New 
York in The Pirates of Penzance, The Mikado, The Gondoliers, Kismet with David Cryer, The King and I with Beth 
Fowler and William Kiehl, and as a cabaret performer at Nimrod's and the Pyramid Club. She is most proud of her seven 
year old daughter Gwendolyn Anne and her husband Mark, a realtor, actor and opera singer (sometimes all at the same 
time!). 
JEANINE SEARS - Administrative Assistant to Executive Director 
Jeanine is returning for her second year with the Festival. She is a Senior Accounting major who plans to graduate from 
Illinois State with her bachelor's degree in May, 1995. Her career plans include working in a Big Six accounting firm as 
a Certified Public Accountant. Jeanine's responsibilities are varied and interesting in the fast-paced office of the Festival's 
Executive Director. 
MICHAEL SCHWARTZKOPF - Director, Madrigal Singers 
In his seventh year with the Festival, Michael is the Director for Choral Activities in the Illinois 
State Department of Music. In addition to the Madrigal Singers, he conducts the Concert Choir 
and the Civic Chorale and teaches courses in conducting and choral music. He has also been 
seen as a guest lecturer, adjudicator, and festival conductor throughout the United States and 
Canada. Michael is quite active as a singer - most recently as the tenor soloist with the 
Champaign-Urbana Symphony Orchestra. Michael resides in Normal with his wife, Marilyn, 
and their children, Heather and Chad. 
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Madrigal Singers 
first row (left to right): 
JERRY MYERS, COURTNEY BARNES, 
KEVIN MACLEAN, DEDRA BAKER, 
DAVID V1sH, JENNIFER NoEL 
second row: 
JESSICA IRELAND, CORY JONES, 
MELISSA STORY, JOHN DAVIS, 
CHRISTINE HEATH, JEFF SHELTON, 
HAROLD MEERS, DAVID HoLHULIN, 
HEATHER CAWFIELD 
not pictured: 
KIM DOYLE, DWIGHT POWELL, 
Hazle Buck Ewing, 
a pioneer in the field of 
women's rights, community 
action and world peace, was 
born on December 25, 1880. 
Her father, Orlando J. Buck, 
co-Founded the Wrigley Gum 
Company. After earning a 
Ph.D. from the University of 
Chicago in 1902 and be-
coming active in the women's 
suffrage movement, she em-
braced several local projects 
when she moved to Bloom-
ington with her husband in 
1907. A life-long member of 
the League of Women Vot-
ers, Mrs. Ewing also made 
generous contributions to the 
establishment of the Illinois 
Wesleyan School of Nursing, 
the development of Victory 
Hall and the Lucy Orme 
Morgan home, and the pres-
ervation of Funk's Grove. 
International relations was also one of Mrs. Ewing's abiding interests. She established the School of Nations 
at Principia College in Elsah, and was an ardent supporter of the League of Nations and the United Nations. Ewing Manor 
itself is yet another legacy from Hazle Buck Ewing. A Bloomington-Normal landmark, affectionately nick-named "The 
Castle," the Manor served as the family residence from its completion in 1929 until Mrs. Ewing's death forty years later. 
The Manor was designed in a "Channel Norman" style by Bloomington architect Phil Hooten. The landscaping 
and the formal garden on the south lawn near Emerson Street were done by the gardener who designed the Lincoln 
Memorial Garden in Springfield. A recent addition to the Manor grounds is a lovely Japanese garden placed there by 
the Sister Cities Committee and serves as a reminder of the Twin Cities Japanese sister city. 
Today Ewing Manor is owned and administered by the Illinois State University Foundation, a not-For-profit 
corporation chartered by the State of Illinois. The Manor is a lasting legacy to Hazle Buck Ewing and her dedication 
to the present and future contributions of Illinois State University to international relations. 
FESTIVAL FACTS 
RAIN POLICY 
Rain Prior to Performance 
A special indoor version of the Festival 
Theatre has been constructed and is located 
in WesthoffTheatre, at the corner of School 
and Beaufort Streets in Normal. If weather 
conditions prevent a performance at Ewing 
Manor, the performance and all other ac-
tivities (including picnics and Green Show) 
will be moved indoors. Listen to WJBC-
AM (1230) orWGLT-FM (89.1) after 5:30 
p.m. for notification of the move indoors. 
Parking attendants at Ewing Manor will be 
able to direct you to Westhoff Theatre. 
Rain During Performance 
If unexpected weather conditions are 
deemed dangerous during a performance 
which is being held outdoors, the play will 
be stopped. If the play is stopped before 
intermission, patrons will be able to re-
deem their ticket stubs at the Box Office for 
a make-up performance during the week of 
August 8-11. If the play is stopped after 
intermission, the evening will be consid-
ered complete. No refunds can be made for 
any performance. 
FESTIVAL POLICIES 
• Cameras and picnic baskets are not al-
lowed in the theatre. 
• Patrons are asked to refrain from walking 
on the stage at all times. 
• Latecomers will not be seated until a 
suitable break in a performance and only 
in available seats as determined by the 
House Manager. 
• Smoking is not allowed in the theatre or its 
immediate area. 
Box OFFICE 
Westhoff Theatre Box Office 
(Corner of School & Beaufort Streets in Normal) 
Open 12:00 - 5:00 p.m. Monday-Friday 
and before indoor performances 
(309) 438-2535 
Ewing Box Office 
(Ewing Courtyard) 
Open 6:30-8:00 p.m. on 
outdoor performance evenings 
(309) 828-9814 
CONCESSIONS 
Concessions are available prior to each 
performance and during intermission at the 
Ewing Courtyard or the Westhoff Lobby. 
The gift shop and museum are also open at 
those times. 
RESTROOMS 
Restrooms are located on the north side of 
Ewing Manor, lower level. Handicapped fa-
cilities are available - please ask an usher. 
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ILLINOIS STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
Office of the President 
Dear Shakespeare Festival Patrons: 
Barbara and I are eagerly anticipat-
ing another Shakespeare Festival season. 
We so much enjoyed all the previous pro-
grams that we are looking forward to again 
experiencing this unique event in our com-
munity. We are proud that Illinois State 
University hosts this special event and are 
pleased to present it at such a beautiful and 
appropriate setting as Ewing Manor. 
The Festival offers something for 
everyone and this year's productions, 
Romeo and Juliet, 1 Henry IV and Two 
Gentlemen of Verona, promise to perpetu-
ate the tradition. We are grateful for your 
support and enthusiasm for the Shakespeare 
Festival and are certain that you will find 
this year's series another enjoyable one. 
Regards, 
Tom Wallace 
President 
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ILLINOIS STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
FOUNDATION 
The Illinois State University Foundation is a not-for-profit corporation chartered by 
the State of Illinois for the sole purpose of 
serving the University. The Foundation is author-
ized to hold funds in trust, invest such funds and 
use the return of the investments or the capital for 
the support of scholarships, faculty research and 
other educational and related activities. It is through 
the Illinois State University Foundation that the 
Festival has been allowed to utilize picturesque 
Ewing Manor as its theatre site. 
Board of Directors 
Mr. Vincent J. Trosino, Chairman 
Mr. Stan Ommen, Vice Chairman 
Mrs. Ann P. Baughan, Secretary 
Mr. Bruce Breitweiser, Treasurer 
Board Members 
Mr. J.D. Bergman 
Mr. P. Douglas Collins 
Ms. Jennifer Cowsert 
Dr. J. Anthony Dustman 
Mr. John R. Giegerich 
Mr. Craig Hart 
Dr. G. Alan Hickrod 
Mr. Thomas Jacob 
Mr. Fredrick W. Kaufman 
Mr. James Knecht 
Mr. Richard Lenahan 
Dr. Donald F. McHenry 
Mrs. Nancy S. Merwin 
Mr. Duane L. Miller 
Mr. Joseph Nicosia Jr. 
Mr. James Petersen 
Dr. Judith K. Riggs 
Mr. Robert W. Rush Jr. 
Dr. David Strand 
Mr. Jack 0. Snyder 
Dr. Thomas P. Wallace 
Mr. Joseph F. Warner 
Ms. Margaret W oulfe 
FESTIVAL SUPPORTERS 
The Illinois Shakespeare Festival would not be celebrating its 17th season 
if it were not for the support of the individuals and organizations listed 
below. We gratefully thank all of our members, both past and present, for 
their time and efforts on our behalf. 
THE ILLINOIS SHAKESPEARE SOCIETY 
Founded in 1982 by persons interested in enhancing the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival, the Society is a membership organization made upof individuals and 
businesses who see the Festival as an important cultural resource for Bloom-
ington-Normal, McLean County and all of Central Illinois. The Society has 
developed an active membership which has been essential to the Shakespeare 
Festival's continued growth and increasing artistic quality. (Contiibutions 
received after the printing of the Festival Program will be acknowledged in 
next season's publication.) 
For more information call the Society at (309) 438-7134, or write: 
Illinois Shakespeare Society, Campus Box 5600, Normal, IL 61790-5600 
PATRONS 
American Airlines 
Caterpillar Foundation 
Illinois State University Foundation 
Evamarii Johnson 
McLean County Arts Center 
Phares and Harriet O'Daffer 
Calvin Lee Pritner 
Dr. and Mrs. Earl Reitan 
State Farm Insurance 
Town of Normal 
SUSTAINING 
Paul and Sharon Baker 
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Bates 
Douglas Bey 
Judie Bey 
Frank and Jean Chiodo 
Dr. and Mrs . William Cooley 
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Dargan 
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Deighan 
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Duffy 
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Edmondson 
Paul A. Funk Foundation 
Dr. and Mrs. W.K. Fransen 
Dean and Mrs. Alvin Goldfarb 
William and Patricia Grogg 
Paul and Sandra Harmon 
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Meek 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miles III 
Dr. and Mrs. Jerry Ringer 
Mrs. Edward B. Rust 
John and Nancy Stevens 
Mildred Templeton 
SUPPORTING 
John and Sharon Amdall 
Karen Ament 
B. McLean Arnold 
Mr. and Mrs. William Bach 
Ors. Andrew and Judy Bartolone 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Beich 
Mr. and Mrs. John Bernstein 
Eric Bloomquist 
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Bolen 
Mrs. Robert Bone 
Mr. and Mrs. F.M. Bourland 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Braden 
B.L. Brenneman & S.B. Carter 
John W. Burgess, M .D. 
Mike and Susan Callahan 
Donald and Cynthia Daley 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cohn 
Donna J. Deany 
Mr. and Mrs. John Dirks 
K. Robert Dooley 
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Doran 
Lawrence and Christine Eggan 
John and Lois Elder 
Ors. Susan & Michael Emmerson 
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Franklin 
Dr. Susan Anderson Freed 
Mr. and Mrs. John Freese 
Friends of the Arts 
Mrs. Isabel Gardner 
Robert and Barbara Hathway 
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Hilfinger 
Alan Holt 
Mrs. B.F. Hoopes 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas N. Jacob 
Alexis Kalish 
John and Margaret Kirk 
E. Melba Kirkpatrick 
Roger and Diane Koenker 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Manahan 
Stephen E. Matter 
Dr. and Mrs. James McCriskin 
Mr. and Mrs. David U. Merwin 
Dr. Dixie L. Mills 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mintel 
Dr. and Mrs. Philip W. Mitchell 
Father Tom Mizeur 
Jim and Mary Morestadt 
Ors. Bohn and Nielsen 
Dr. and Mrs. Dan Nord 
Dr. and Mrs. T.C. Ocheltree 
Henry Safford Peacock 
Dr. and Mrs. John Randolph 
Edward J. Rinetti, Jr. 
Harry and Marlys Stern 
Ernest and Inez Stevenson 
Nancy Swanson 
Dr. and Mrs. James Swanson 
Mr. and Mrs. Wako Takayasu 
Professors Carson and Iris Varner 
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Watson 
Pete Whitmer 
Dr. Herbert R. Wiser 
Dr. and Mrs. Ruel Wright 
CONTRIBUTING 
Marjorie Albin 
Perry Albin 
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Allsup 
Jim and Nancy Amos-Schulte 
Jeanne Andreoni 
Mr. and Mrs. Brian Anstedt 
Kannae Aoki 
Mr. and Mrs. Royal A. Bartrum 
Kathleen C. Bassi 
Kristi Batt 
Mrs. Lucile H. Beich 
Lois and Allan Bell 
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Bloomer 
Woods Bowman 
Jayne Buono 
Jerome and Renee Cain 
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Callis 
Mike Campbell 
Alice Cherry 
Mary Cox 
Seth and Marion Dabney 
Dennis Davidson 
Ray C. Denbesten 
Mr. and Mrs. James Dougan 
Phyllis Dougherty 
Stephen and Peggy Dudzik 
Dr. Alice L. Ebel 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Eddings 
Ms. Lyn Engelhardt 
Barry Fletcher 
Jean Freeburn 
Cordelia Gain 
Mr. and Mrs. George Gordon 
Laura Gowdy 
Mr. and Mrs. James Graehlings 
Marlene Gregor 
Francis and Lucille Guither 
Victoria and Charles Harris 
Kay Henrichs 
Rebecca Hepner 
Mr. and Mrs. H. William Hey 
Thomas and Lisa Hoback 
Erin Hollis 
Colleen Hood 
Jeannette Hood 
Gary and Wanda Hoover 
Mr. and Mrs. Marc Houghton 
Tom and Ellen Howe 
Elizabeth Huck 
Virgil and Lenore Hutton 
Robert and Bonnie lutzi 
Mr. and Mrs. Bryant H. Jackson 
Ted and Joyce Jackson 
Don Jacobson 
Mrs. Oland G. Johnson 
Rev. J.E. Kane 
Kim Kelley 
Katy and Ella Kenmotsu 
Dr. and Mrs. Kelley Kennedy 
Jim and Beth Kincaid 
Laming Insurance Group 
Dr. Thomas Larkin III 
Lynn Lazerson 
Illinois 
Shakespeare 
Society Board 
William Grogg, President 
James E. Swanson, Vice President 
Sandra Harmon, Secretaryffreasurer 
Barbara Funk, Executive Director 
Dr. Ching Lee 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lenahan 
David Leonhard 
Anthony and Sue Liberia 
Geoffrey and Teri Liston 
Ron and Dolores Lockenvitz 
Susan Jean Michel 
Martha T . Miller 
Jason and Jennifer Morgan 
Clifford and Cecilia Myers 
Walter and Jane Myers 
Carol Neely 
Janice Neuleib 
Janet Neuswanger 
Vivian O'Malley 
Patrick and Lori O'Rourke 
Virginia Owen 
Elena Papastefan 
Margaret Parret 
Ceci I and Marjorie Petty 
John T. Phipps 
Edward Porto 
John T. Pratt 
Sharon J. Prokuski 
Laura Provost 
Thomas Pullin 
Thomas Reisz 
Clyde and Sharon Reynolds 
Richard and Margaret Rimac 
Allen Saddoris 
Dr. Alex John Sarron 
Mr. and Mrs. William Semlak 
Kyle and Jean Sessions 
Joseph Setter 
Carol Shaw 
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Sheffler 
Dr. and Mrs. Harold Shinall 
Edward W. Siebert 
Gene and Bobbie Silk 
Susan Silvey 
Gregory Slawko 
Deborah Smith 
Martha Smith 
Rozann Smith 
Dr. and Mrs. Leon Steele 
Dr. and Mrs. David Strand 
William D. Sulaski 
Sharon Sullivan 
John Thurston 
Wayn and Marilyn Townley 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Tick 
Ann Turner 
Ann Vogel 
Katherine M. Weir 
Joseph and Lori Wemlinger 
Gwendolyn Whitfield 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael White 
Dr. and Mrs. John Wieland 
Donna Jo Willett 
Jacqueline Woods 
William and Carol Woodson 
Dr. and Mrs. John Wright 
Ann Yoder 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Yurieci 
Dan Carter 
Jean Chiodo 
John Dargan 
Dan Doran 
Alvin Goldfarb 
John R. Goldrick 
Peter Guither 
Avis Hilfinger 
Ann Leach 
Gladys Mercier 
Dixie Mills 
Harriet O'Daffer 
Jerry Ringer 
Sue Silvey 
John Sipes 
Marlys Stern 
John N. Stevens 
Mary Williams 
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AmericanAirlines® 
and the lllino!s Shakespeare Festival 
present 
A FESTIVAL 
FANTASY GETAWAY 
WIN A TRIP TO LONDON! 
The prize is a seven-day, six-night vacation to 
London for two, including round-trip airfare on Ameri-
can Airlines as well as accommodations and an enter-
tainment package to enjoy the theatre and see the sights. 
Raffle tickets are $5.00 each or six for $25.00. The 
winning ticket will be drawn on August 7 before the 
performance of Romeo and Juliet. The winner need not 
be present. 
Raffle tickets are available at the Gift Shop (Ewing 
Manor Courtyard or Westhoff Theatre outer lobby). 
Proceeds from the raffle are used to help Festival 
funding. For more information, call (309) 438-2141. 
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
Sally Jacob, Supervisor, Ewing Cultural Center 
Darcy Loy, Grounds 
Chuck Scott, Grounds 
William Grogg, President, Illinois Shakespeare Society 
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Special thanks to all of our volunteer ushers 
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Diamond Star Motors Employee Activities Association 
Illinois Agricultural Association Recreation Association 
State Farm Employees Activities 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
Alvin Goldfarb, Dean, College of Fine Arts 
Ron Mottram, Chair, Department of Art 
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We would also like to thank the local businesses who 
helped make this Program Guide possible through their 
contributions. Those who so generously donated are rec-
ognized at the bottom of the program pages. 


